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In 1786, Viennese state and court Chancellor Wenzel Anton Kaunitz-Rietberg 
proposed for the second time to Emperor Joseph II that a chair of art history be 
established at the University of Vienna.1 The Emperor, however, rejected the 
idea, saying that he knew of no one who could become a professor of art history 
in Vienna. The first time Kaunitz made the suggestion, he probably had in mind 
Johann Joachim Winckelmann for the post; but as the classical archeologist died 
soon afterwards, Kaunitz's dream did not come true. It is not my intention to 
draw any far-reaching conclusions on the origins of the Viennese school of art 
history in the Hapsburg Empire from the second proposition, documented as it is 
only in fragments of correspondence, yet I would like to present certain remarks 
on the topic in order to point out the personage of the Chancellor as a patron of 
the arts and a curieux that has so far been overshadowed by more important and 
famous collectors of the late 18th century. 

Wenzel Anton Kaunitz-Rietberg of the Moravian branch of the Kaunitz 
counts and princes is known primarily as a politician and Chancellor under three 
sovereigns in the Hapsburg monarchy of the 18th century (Maria Theresia, Jo
seph II and Leopold II).2 For this reason the contemporary scholarly research on 

W. Wagner, Die Geschichte der Akademie der Bildenden Kiinste in Wien. Wien 1967, p. 52: 
"1786 kam [Kaunitz] neuerlich auf seinen Wunsch nach Errichtung einer theoretischen 
Lehrkanzel fir Mythologie, Fabelkunde, Kunslgeschichte, Philosophie und Kostûmkunde 
zuriick [...]." 
Selected literature on Wenzel Anton Kaunitz-Rietberg: G. Klingenstein, Der Aufstieg des 
Houses Kaunitz. Studien zur Herkunft und Bildung des Staatskanzlers Wenzel Anton. Gdt-
tingen 1975; T. Simânyi, Kaunitz oder Diplomatische Revolution. Wien 1984; F. A. J. 
Szabo, Kaunitz and Enlightened Absolutism 1753-1780. Cambridge 1994. On Kaunitz's 
relationship to arts cf.: H. Burg, Franz Anton Zauner und seine Zeit. Ein Beitrag zur 
Geschichte des Klassizismus in Osterreich. Wien 1915; A. Novotny, Staatskanzler Kaunitz 
als geistige Persônlichkeit. Wien 1947; C. Hàlovà-Jahodovâ, Galerie moravskych Kounicû 
(Z dèjin umêleckych zajmû jejich budovatelû) [The Gallery of Moravian Kaunitz Family. 
From the History of Art Interests of Its Creators]. Casopis Matice moravské 63/64, 
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the history and culture of Central European Enlightenment has essentially dealt 
only with his foreign policy and his efforts to introduce reforms to modernize 
the monarchy. He was in fact recognized as a patron of fine arts for the first 
time by Bmo art historian Cecilie Hâlovâ-Jahodovâ, whose work on the history 
of the gallery in the Slavkov château (near Brno) pointed out his remarkable 
achievements as a collector. Earlier Austrian historical studies often express 
a distinct ambiguity over the attitudes of the Chancellor, whose cultural orienta
tion towards France seldom coincided with the thinking of nationalist-leaning 
historiography. In the German context, it was only after the World War II that 
the Chancellor was recognized as a leading intellectual personality of the Euro
pean Enlightenment in the second half of the 18th century, beginning with 
a study by Alexander Novotny. Drawing on the same historical sources as the 
nationalists, his study portrays Kaunitz not as an Austrian patriot but rather as 
a pan-European humanist. 

What was it that gave rise to such ambiguity in the historiography of art? 
I believe that the scant attention paid to Kaunitz's patronage of arts is due to the 
traditional way of perceiving Enlightenment culture as linked with the notions 
of utilitarianism, rational classicism, etc. The Chancellor's contemporaries, 
however, would place him in a rather different light. For example, Johann Kas-
par Riesbeck (1754-1786) in his Briefen eines reisenden Franzosen iiber 
Deutschland from 1783 speaks of the Chancellor's love of splendor, which was 
allegedly in stark contrast to the frugality and utilitarianism of Emperor Joseph 
II. A manifestation of this trait was the Chancellor's friendship with and patron
age of artists and scholars.3 There are more such statements to be found in cor
respondence and press articles of the period; and, in fact, Kaunitz's truly impor
tant contribution to the history of fine arts is more and more often pointed out in 
the expanding volume of scholarly publications on the late 18th century in Cen
tral Europe. Yet it took quite a long time before he was spoken of as both 
a count of peace and a patron of the arts at the international conference held in 
Slavkov and Brno in 1994, commemorating the anniversary of the Chancellor's 
death.4 As I have already mentioned, the following study is to be understood as 
a kind of prolegomena to a much wider research project. Drawing from often 
little known archival sources, I would like to address the following topics:5 

1939/1940, pp. 83-108, 315-373; J. Kroupa, Vâclav Antonln Kaunitz-Rictberg a vytvarné 
umënf (Kultumi politika nebo umfilecky mécénat?) [Vaclav Antonln Kaunitz-Rictberg and 
Fine Arts. Cultural Policy or Patronage of the Arts?]. Studia comeniana et historica 18, 
1988, pp. 71-79. 
J. K. Riesbeck, Briefe eines reisenden Franzosen iiber Deutschland an seinen Bruder zu 
Paris (hrsg. von W. Gerlach). Stuttgart 1967, pp. 125-132. 
G. Klingenstein, F. A. Szabo (edd.), Wetael Anton FOrst Kaunitz-Rietberg (1711-1794). 
Neue Perspektiven zu Politik und Kultur der europâischen Aufldârung. Graz 1996 
Moravsky zemsky archiv Bmo [Moravian Land Archive in Brno; further quoted as MZA 
Brno], G 436, RA Kounicû [The Family Archive of the Kaunitzes], Karton 429-452. At 
present, the Archive is being re-catalogued, cf.: Marie Zaoralovà, Rodinny archiv morav-
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a) the Chancellor's relationship to architecture; b) the motivation for his patron
age of the arts and the grounds of his personal taste; c) his collaborators and art 
procurers; and last, but not least, d) his relationship to the then nascent disci
pline: the history of arts. 

1.1. 

Wenzel Anton Kaunitz-Rietberg first encountered fine arts during his studies 
in Leipzig and his subsequent cavalier tours of the Netherlands, France and Italy. 
In the years 1731-1732 he studied in Leipzig with Christian Georg Gebauer, 
Johann Jakob Mascow and Johann Friedrich Christ It was Christ whose noble, 
Cicero-esque conduct and comprehensive art-historical and cultural interests 
must have made a profound impression on the young aristocrat. Kaunitz's ma
jor-domo (Hofmeister) mentions him in a letter to Slavkov as a greatly learned 
man and the sources of the period speak of him as an adornment of the Univer
sity. In the historiography of art history, Johann Friedrich Christ has an estab
lished position as one of the evangelists of the new discipline, although what he 
actually taught at the Leipzig University Collegium privatum historiae litterar-
iae was essentially an amalgam of Cicero-esque rhetoric, epigraphies, diplo
macy, numismatics and learning on statues, graphics and book printing. Such 
mixture of antiquarian and art disciplines, however, served well, in terms of En
lightenment archaeology of taste, to educate an open-minded art connoisseur 
capable of critical perception. Of equal importance to the culture of the 18th 
century was the fact that Christ, an owner of a collection of graphic prints, also 
emphasized the broad utility of graphic and copper-engraving techniques. Ap
parently it is no accident that Wenzel Anton Kaunitz-Rietberg, in a later memo
randum on the founding of the Viennese Kupferstecherakademie was going to 
use similar words when arguing for the necessity to establish a teaching institute 
of reproduction techniques in the Hapsburg Empire. And undoubtedly it also 
was Christ from Leipzig who nurtured young Kaunitz's eye for and understand
ing of the fine arts and who educated him in ancient, humanistic culture, particu
larly through the study of Cicero's writings. As opposed to Johann Joachim 
Winckelmann, Christ did not perceive ancient Greece and Rome as the arche
type of a all art, but saw it — typically — as linked to humanistic tradition and 
French academic classics. 

The future Chancellor's knowledge of fine arts was certainly exceptionally 
good even when he was still a student. In his letters to his father in Slavkov, he 
would include interesting facts and observations from his tours about fine arts: 
he admired the works of Rubens, appreciated the works of van Eyck, etc. His 

skych Kounicû [The Family Archive of the Moravian Kaunitzes]. Sbornik archivnlch praci 
42, 1992, pp. 33-80. 
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fine knowledge is further confirmed by a remarkable passage from a letter by 
his major-domo: in 1733, he described the meeting in Rome of his young charge 
with the new viceroy of Naples, Count Giulio Visconti. The viceroy, having 
heard of Kaunitz's knowledge of art history, asked him to be his guide to the 
Vatican collections. The major-domo then proceeds in his letter: "[...] and as the 
young count possesses an extensive knowledge of art and literature, His Excel
lency the viceroy was more than satisfied with his Cicero-esque guidance?'* 
Among the names of important persons whom Kaunitz had met in Rome, the 
major-domo enumerated, in his diary, the architect Bariggoni, sculptors 
Comachini and Algardi, painter Placido Costanzi.7 

In Rome Kaunitz received lectures on architecture, while studying with the 
papal builder Paolo Possi. And also in his later correspondence, the Chancellor 
mentioned several times his drawings and architectural ideas. In 1775, for in
stance, he wrote to the poet and librettist Régnier Calsabiggi: "/ am at present 
constructing a very splendid house. I am my own architect, gardener and the 
creator of all that is happening in front of my eyes and I am very pleased when I 
see that even people of taste are praising my work."* This quotation illustrates 
very well that Kaunitz was personally engaged in architecture. We have thus 
reached a very interesting, yet so far little researched topic — Kaunitz not only 
as a patron or sponsor of architects but as an active architect in his own right. 
While the Chancellor would write of his ideas, there are later sources that con
firm that all his life he remained very close to the art of architecture. They men
tion his architectural designs, such as his collaboration with Nicolo Pacassi on 
the project of the court theater in Vienna or the royal palace in Milan and oth
ers. So far, however, we can not be certain of the exact meaning of Kaunitz's 
terms of ideas and projects. Do they refer to ideal designs or do they imply that 
the Chancellor actually drew his projects? It appears that at least some of his 
designs were really executed in drawing, and subsequently elaborated upon by 

MZA Bmo, G 436, (F 11/1), Inv. No. 111/48: Die Lfinder Reise des Herm Grafen Wenzel 
Anton v. Kaunitz-Rietberg betreffend. Rom, 6. Juni 1733: "Euer Hochgrafl. Excellera 
berichte gehorsamst, dafi wir morgen von Rom verreisen, und nicht Ursache haben die etli-
che zugesetzten Tage zu bedauern, allermassen die Reception des neuen Vicekdnigs eine 
recht remarquable Funktion gewesen [...] , [...] der Vizekônig sich Herrn Grafen zum Anti-
quario ausgebetten urn den Vatican die Bibliothec und Galerie zu besehen. Weilen nun der 
Heir Graf uber die Architectur, Schildereyen und Bticher mit gutten Fundament und Cog
nition raisonnieret, also ist Seine Excellera von des Herrn Grafen Ciceronaden volkommen 
vergniiget gewesen." 
MZA Bmo, G 436, Recueil de personnes a Rome 1733: die Architekten Paolo Possi, 
Filippo Barigioni (1672-1753), Manzini pittore, Placido Cosstanzi pittore, David rittratista, 
Pietro Bianchi pittore de paisi, Comachini scultore, Gabbo Costanzi intagliatore, etc. 
MZA Bmo, G 436, Karton 438: an R. Calzabigi, 18.9. 1773: " [...] Je suis occupé a battir 
une très belle maison. Je suis moi même mon Architecte, mon jardinier, et le souvrastante 
en chef de tout ce qui s'y fait sous mes yoeux. J'ai la satisfaction de voir, que les gens de 
goût trouvent, ce que je fais, bien." 
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an architect or builder of his choice. This applies primarily to the projects and 
construction of his own palaces and his residence. 

In 1753, soon after he returned from his diplomatic missions, Kaunitz pur
chased from Anna Rosina Albrecht von Albrechtsburg the former Palace A l -
brechtsburg in the outskirts of Vienna, in Mariahilf.9 Its original appearance 
(variation on Fischer's theme of a Lustgebàude) dating back to the 1690s was 
probably the work of the Viennese builder Christian Alexander Oedtl. The 
Chancellor gradually adapted it, in two stages, into a residence in the outskirts. 
The most significant part of the residential adaptation was the modernization of 
the maison de plaisance and its surroundings. The history of the reconstruction 
and modernization is reasonably well-documented in historical sources. 

The first stage of the construction was carried out by the court builder Johann 
Adam MUnzer. In September 1754, he wrote to Kaunitz about the work on the 
garden, the new portal and new façade. Reflecting upon the novelty of the proj
ect, he concludes his report quite characteristically with the following words: 
"[...] et par dessin bien proportiones et d'un gout a la moderne". We can 
imagine this modernization by comparing the layout of the lot in the plan of V i 
enna from approximately 1769-1774 (by Joseph Daniel von Huber) with four 
water-colored projects from a later period, on deposit at the Slavkov château. 
They indicate that the corps de logis of the maison de plaisance remained es
sentially unchanged; only the court façade was altered through the new ar
rangement of high, arched windows on the first floor. The nucleus was naturally 
preserved in a nearly-square ground plan (5x4 window axes) with a rectangular 
central hall extending into the garden. The Slavkov watercolors also show that 
the garden was also newly created, although kept in the spirit of classic French 
art of the first half of the 18th century, and that it contained sculptural works. 
Miinzer suggested in his letter that some statues be moved to Mariahilf that had 
been made by sculptor Jakob Gabriel M tiller (called Mollinarolo) originally for 
the Old University in Vienna. Whether this suggestion was acted upon, we do 
not know. We could certainly hypothesize that Mollinarolo's bozzettoes of per
sonifications of the four seasons of the year (today in Berlin) are the studies for 
the decoration of Kaunitz's garden. Similarly, Luigi Ronzoni justifiably assumes 
that Mollinarolo's bust of the Chancellor (which was later in the 19th century 
rather inaptly situated in the upper part of the portal of the main hall in the 
Slavkov château and which bears a signature and the date 1759) was originally 
intended for the residence in Mariahilf.10 Mollinarolo's painterly approach to 

MZA Bmo, G 436, Inv. No. A 30: purchase agreement with Anna Rosina Albrecht von 
Albrechtsburg for a garden and two houses in Mariahilf (enclosed is also the original 
agreement from 1695, when the original maison de plaisance was probably built). 
Cf.: J. Schmidt, Die aile Universitât in Wien und ihr Erbauer Jean Nicolas Jadot. Wien 
1929.1 owe my thanks for the information on the Kaunitz statue to Dr. L. A. Ronzoni, Vi 
enna. See also L. A. Ronzoni, Jacob Gabriel de Mollinaro, detto Mûller — Polycletes Aus-
triacus. In: Cat. Georg Raphael Donner 1693-1741. Wien 1993, pp. 160-186. 
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sculpture and his certain neo-mannerism were undoubtedly appreciated in the 
very moment when the Chancellor looked for and regarded particularly the in
genuity and virtuosity in works of art. When he assumed the office of Chancel
lor of State, Kaunitz had 476 paintings transported from the gallery in Slavkov 
to Vienna and even in 1779, during the second stage of the reconstruction, his 
court painter and director of the gallery, Jan Nepomuk Steiner further chose 365 
paintings from Slavkov to be moved to Vienna. The total number of paintings in 
the Viennese residence was estimated to have been a stunning 2000 (!?) works. 

In the second stage, Kaunitz went on enlarging the residence. He began with 
the acquisition of two adjacent houses, previously owned by the chapter of St. 
Stephan in Vienna. In order to obtain further space necessary to accommodate 
the gallery, he had the newly acquired houses reconstructed, along with several 
structures on the edge of the building lot, including an older chapel. This older 
ensemble of buildings still appears on Huber's plan, which was probably drawn 
before the modifications of this part began. The whole group of buildings was 
torn down and a new entrance wing erected, with a portal in the center. The side 
wing thus gained a symmetrical appearance: it consisted of a nine-axis gallery, 
with two-axis wings based on a square ground plan attached to either side. To 
one of the wings, a newly-designed house chapel was attached. The descriptions 
from the period also indicate that in one wing there was a French theater. 
Should we search for a functional parallel to the newly built structure, we can 
find it in the French maisons de plaisance. In his theoretical work, Jacques 
François Blondel created a functionally similar project characteristically re
ferred to as trianon. And in fact we might consider the Grand Trianon of the 
Versailles gardens to be the true prototype for this structure. In Kaunitz's Vien
nese residence, this trianon was built adjacent to the maison de plaisance, be
coming a part of it. Its function was actually to enlarge the originally small 
building of the Lustgebàude so that it might become a more significant resi
dence of the Chancellor. 

The author of the project of these modifications remains unknown. The whole 
maison de plaisance fell victim to later reconstructions in Mariahilf. The builder 
in the first stage, Johann Adam MUnzer was at that time constructing the Old 
University in Vienna according to the project of Jean Nicolas Jadot and when 
Jadot left Central Europe in 1753, MUnzer started to work with the new court 
architect Nicolo Pacassi. The architectural details of the reconstruction suggest 
that the author of the project worked in the court circles of Maria Theresia. The 
fragments of correspondence concerning the reconstruction in Mariahilf, depos
ited in the family archives of the Kaunitzes, come without exception from the 
court office for construction. The uncrowned prince of the Viennese rococo-
classicist architectural school of that period was Nicolo Franz Leonhard, Frei-
herr von Pacassi (1716-1790). Having assumed the office of court architect, 
formerly held by Jean Nicolas Jadot, he adopted Jadot's French style and sub
sequently propagated it in the court milieu, where he had virtually unlimited 
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authority in architectural matters. He collaborated with the Chancellor of State, 
Prince Wenzel Anton Kaunitz-Rietberg, starting from the early 1760s: for in
stance, Kaunitz supposedly was his consultant for the construction of the new 
KMrtnertor-Theater (1761-1763), he supervised the completion of the Secret 
Court Office (1767) and he might have contributed his ideas to the so called 
Third Project for the Palazzo Reale in Milan. The Chancellor's influence on the 
idea of the reconstruction of the Mariahilf residence must have been of similar 
kind. Yet in 1772 Nicolo Pacassi stepped down from the office of court archi
tect, thus allowing the new, Josephinian generation of Viennese architects to 
take over. 

Wenzel Anton Kaunitz-Rietberg met one of the new generation of architects 
for the first time in 1766. It was the young Johann Ferdinand Hetzendorf von 
Hohenberg (1732-1816) who, not long after the completion of the maison de 
plaisance, was considered to be the author of the project by the antiquarian Jo
hann Rudolph Fussli. In my opinion, however, the architectural details of the 
construction do not lend credence to his authorship (as far as we can assume, 
not knowing the original structure, but judging only from its images made at that 
time). Hetzendorf von Hohenberg did then make the project of the Schônbrunn 
theater and, as theater projects were the Chancellor's passion, we could logi
cally assume their closer cooperation. In the 1770s their contacts became more 
frequent (it was through Kaunitz's support that Hetzendorf von Hohenberg be
came a professor at the Academy and in 1772 became one of Pacassi's succes
sors at die court office of architecture), but he is mentioned as Prince Kaunitz's 
architect only as late as in 1783. Thus it appears that the Mariahilf project might 
have been one of the last realized projects of Pacassi, possibly modified by Ho
henberg when he completed the second stage of the reconstruction. Cooperation 
to some extent might be expected of Kaunitz himself, in the sense which he was 
emphasizing in his letter to Calsabiggi. 

We encounter in the realization of Kaunitz's residence an important new type 
of projection work.11 The plans for the maison de plaisance exist as hand-
colored drawings in large format. The drawings were thoroughly executed, 
framed and deposited in Slavkov originally. This reminds us of a very similar 
feature of French architecture of that period: painted architecture. The resulting 
work of art was not primarily an architectural project in the classical sense of 
the word, but in the framework of modem, Enlightenment aesthetics, it repre
sented a typical transition of artistic functions. While the work was a project, at 
the same time it was an autonomous drawing (!), ready to be hung on a gallery 
wall. It is possible that these painted projects were made in 1775-1779, when 
the second stage of Mariahilf reconstruction was completed. In 1780, the inte
rior decoration of the maison de plaisance was carried out, documented in the 

1 Four projects in: Museum Slavkov: lnv. No. SV 82/170/153; SV 83/169/152; SV 84/171/-; 
SV 85/163/151. 
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financial accounts of stone mason Jager, carpenter Augustin Haundt, locksmith 
Heuss, stuccatore Dotterle and painter Joseph Pichler. 

The whole conception of the residence leads to an interesting parallel. The 
Chancellor moved out of Vienna, to its environs. There he received important 
visitors: statesmen and diplomats (most notably, Pope Pius VI.) There he wrote 
diplomatic correspondence and held a salon, known from contemporary ac
counts. Kaunitz's residence, his lieu de plaisance can therefore be compared 
with the functionally-related maison de plaisance Belvedere, built by Prince 
Eugene of Savoy also in an area outside and above Vienna. There was, however, 
a difference between the two structures, well defined in the essays of Christian 
Norberg-Schulz, reflecting upon the difference between Baroque and late Ba
roque architecture. While Prince Eugene of Savoy built his seat and residence 
with Baroque symbolic and representative splendor, Kaunitz's reconstruction 
created a residence much smaller in size, making it rather an Enlightenment lieu 
de plaisance, a place of joy, diplomacy and salon discussions. The Baroque rep
resentation is replaced by a functional interplay of à private villa and a resi
dence. 

This reveals symbolically the change of attitude, as well as the social and 
cultural differences between Baroque and late Baroque. The historical sources 
and documents should lead us to notice a certain iconographical conception, 
hidden in the function of the Mariahilf lieu de plaisance. In one of his letters, 
Kaunitz hints at the older, Antique tradition, referring to his residenceas trian
gle, villa or his Tuscullum. That is how we ought to understand the reconstruc
tion and additions to the residence and the sculptural decoration added to the 
garden. The garden had an interesting, trapezoid layout with a pool at one end, 
from which there was a fine view of Vienna in the valley below. According to 
the descriptions of Kaunitz's contemporaries, his palace in the outskirts inten
tionally created the impression of a true Tuscullum. We can therefore assume 
that the following Kaunitz's text be, inscribed in stone,12 was meant for this 
residence: Ciceronis Immortali Memoriae Sacrum Hoc Sibi Tuscullum 
Wenceslaus Princeps Kaunitzius Comes Rietburgienus MDCCLX. 

MZA Brno, G 436, Karton 434,452: Construction activities of the Chancellor in the 1770's 
and 1780's: a) Laxenburg: In 1776 Maria Theresia donated to the Chancellor some tracts of 
land in the vicinity of the court, 1781-1782: a new riding school was built "bei dem 
hochfiirstlichen Gartengebdude"; b) Mariahilf: in 1779 Kaunitz acquired two more houses 
in Mariahilf from the chapter of St. Stephan in Vienna. Subsequently, "Conti die Bau und 
Reparationsarbeit des hochftirstlichen Gartengebdude ndchst Mariahilff pro Anno 1780 
betreffend" (the expenses include: to carpenter Augustin Haundt 7320 fl., to locksmith 
Heuss 20S7 fl., to painter Pichler 260 fl., etc.); c) In 1759-1760, the Viennese builder Paul 
Ulrich Trientel estimated the Kaunitz garden in Rossau at 10600 fl. There were the follow
ing buildings there: a riding school, stables, a carriage house, an arched carriage way with a 
portal, and a large courtyard. Documentation regarding the inscription on stone in: MZA 
Brno, G 436, Karton 436: Inscription Lapidaire. 
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1.2. 

The Chancellor owned other buildings he took care of, such as the stables and 
gardens in Rossau (Paul Ulrich Trientel, the municipal builder, documented 
their condition in 1759-1760), where Kaunitz situated his large and excellent 
horse breeding facilities. Horses were, along with art, one the great passions of 
the Chancellor and in his correspondence, Kaunitz often admits his expertise in 
this domain. He was a devoted rider all his life. 

As with the rest of the elite aristocracy at the Viennese court, the Kaunitz 
family also had a maison de plaisance near the imperial summer residence in 
Laxenburg. The house had been purchased by Kaunitz's grandfather, Imperial 
Vice-Chancellor Dominik Andreas, and it was located near the Dietrichstein 
maison de plaisance. It was a typical Lustgebaude in layout, dating from around 
1700. This type of structure was propagated in and around Vienna through the 
master-builder of the court, Christian Alexander Oedtl. The Chancellor made 
this maison de plaisance the place where he spent a considerable part of his life 
(even his letters are much more often dated from here than from Slavkov). The 
construction work was conducted in the 1780s by Johann Ferdinand Hetzendorf 
von Hohenberg and the interiors were painted by Viennese fresco painter Josef 
Pichler. 

In view of the family land holdings, the construction work at the Slavkov es
tate in Moravia was a major architectural enterprise of the Chancellor. In the 
late 1750s and early 1760s, he was finishing the construction of the family châ
teau in Slavkov. The plans for the construction have already been published by 
Tafàna Kubâtovà.13 Together with her teacher Vaclav Richter, she has concen
trated unequivocally on Domenico Martinelli, whom she believes to have been 
the architect whose plans were carried out more than half a century after he left 
the Empire. The plans at our disposal, however, indicate clearly that at the time 
of Wenzel Anton Kaunitz-Rietberg, there was a major change made in the con
ception of the project for the château, re-arranging the overall layout.14 The new 
conception was based on a project drafted for the Chancellor's father, the gov
ernor of the land of Moravia, in the 1730s by Ignazio Valmaggini. Once famous, 
now obscured by the mists of time, he was the director of the court construction 
office and directed the construction of the imperial palace Schônbrunn near V i 
enna. In the late 1740s, under Wenzel Anton Kaunitz- Rietberg, the construction 

1 3 T. Kubâtovà, Architekt D. Martinelli. Umèni IV, 1956, pp. 133-144. Presented here are the 
Italian plans, that are from a period other than that in which Domenico Martinelli worked 
and should therefore be related rather to Ignazio Valmaggini. On the beginning of the col
laboration of Valmaggini with the Chancellor's hither, cf.: J. Kroupa, Otizky slavkovského 
zamku: Valmaggini a Slavkov [Issues of the Slavkov Château: Valmaggini and Slavkov]. 
Umënl X X VII, 1979, pp. 154-158. 

1 4 H. Lorenz, Domenico Martinelli und die Osterreichische Barockarchitektur. Wien 1991; 
J. Kroupa (as in n. 13). 
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proceeded following Valmaggini's original projects. A letter written in 1752 by 
the future Chancellor while at the Paris embassy, documents that the south wing 
of the château by then had been finished and what yet remained was the stair
case and probably the newly designed parts, i.e. the chapel, the theater at the end 
of the château wings, and the stables. At that time, mere was intensive con
struction work going on in Slavkov; the author of the precisely drafted plans of 
peak Baroque, however, remains unknown. The descriptions in Italian of the 
projects imply he was an Italian. The projects also bear calligraphic (approval?) 
signatures of Wenzel Anton Kaunitz-Rietberg, interestingly enough written in 
Italian as well. These plans essentially carry on the original intent of the projects 
as designed by Martinelli — Valmaggini. A certain clue can be found in the de
signs for the interior decoration of the chapel, which suggest the authorship of 
an architect from the circle at the court construction office in Vienna. Until he 
was replaced by Jean Nicolas Jadot (January 19, 1750), Ignazio Valmaggini was 
still in that office. Then he allegedly returned as a court architect to Lombardy. 
Thus it is tempting to connect the plans with Valmaggini's architectural work. 
Compared to his original plans from the 1730s, the new project differs only in 
attaching the chapel and theater to the pavilions at the ends of the long wings of 
the château. The functional arrangement here was very similar to that of the 
contemporaneous expansion of the Mariahilf residence. The idea for the func
tion was undoubtedly provided by Kaunitz and his architect could easily realize 
it in the final project. More evidence of permanent contact between the Chancel
lor and the Italian construction director is the fact that even as an old man 
Kaunitz kept exchanging friendly letters with Valmaggini's daughter. 

Wenzel Anton Kaunitz-Rietberg finally completed the construction of 
Slavkov in the 1760s. The completion is bound by two dates: 1764, when 
Kaunitz was elevated to the rank of Prince, and 1769, when the fresco paintings 
were executed by Josef Pichler. A German-writing architect (from Vienna?) 
suggested then certain alterations, introducing a certain calm of form in the 
central part (cf. the courtyard façade of the grand hall) and the ending of the 
side wings. We may presume that this architect was Johann Ferdinand Hetzen-
dorf von Hohenberg, mentioned already several times. Such an assumption is 
supported by the fine style of the ink drawings and by the fact that the whole 
project was water-colored. The main façade of the grand hall in the château was 
decorated with a large coat of arms with a crown of a Prince, which Kaunitz 
received in 1764. Finally, in 1769 and 1770 a new wall around the garden of the 
château was erected, and Kaunitz took the opportunity to have the city tower 
torn down, disregarding the protest petition of the Slavkov mayor and city 
council. 

The last known project for the château dates from 1775. It includes large sta
bles, gardens and a newly-designed church (the old one was demolished in 
1757). This project was apparently the ideal project for the final additions to the 
château, as conceived by the Chancellor. Thus the decades of construction were 
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concluded and the resulting construction structure included both references to 
the original project by Martinelli and the modernized appearance of a new resi
dence. Also the garden had been finished with a picturesque pavilion that has 
remained as the only reminder (although rebuilt later) of Kaunitz's park. The 
Chancellor found the finished gardens so appealing that he had them painted by 
Viennese landscape painter Johann Christian Brand and later donated the pic
ture to Empress Maria Theresia. 

Both the château and the garden were long considered to have been built after 
the original early 18th century project, apparently because the final reconstruc
tion used certain formal elements from earlier projects by Martinelli. On the 
other hand, the parts constructed under the direction of the Chancellor which he 
designed himself exhibit a rather plastic style of classical Roman Baroque. This 
style was in line with the residential character of the Slavkov château. Only the 
mezzanine windows of the main hall were modified and the interiors of the hall 
and the chapel were decorated with paintings en grisaille by Josef Pichler. We 
may presume that the classicist, historical approach was required by the Chan
cellor himself. There may have been a certain traditionalism in the air as the 
18th century drew to a close. In fact, also in Mariahilf and in Laxenburg the 
fundamental architectural topic was the preservation of the older, plastic con
struction shape in the middle of the new additions, with the environs newly con
ceived through an artificial garden. We will see a similar theme once again in 
the case of Viennese Hofburg. In Mariahilf and in Slavkov the iconographically 
important elements of the gardens were decorated with allegorical statues and 
mythological figures. Unfortunately, the present-day appearance of the gardens 
no longer reflects the original projects. We have, however, the Slavkov project 
from 1775 and naturally we have an idea of the Mariahilf residence. We may 
therefore expect that in both places we would encounter especially the late Ba
roque allusion to the decoration of Antique villas, as known from ancient 
sources. 

The Chancellor probably found his architectural alter ego in Johann Ferdi
nand Hetzendorf von Hohenberg. Kaunitz initially recommended him for the 
Kupferstecherakademie because of his strange, fantastic drawings and graphic 
prints, which resemble the theatrical and inventive architectural fantasies of 
Giovanni Battista Piranesi. These fantasies have a parallel with the ephemeral 
and theater architecture of the Chancellor's youth and we might relate them to 
the sentimental mode in fine arts. These fantasies might also have inspired 
Kaunitz's private interest in the neo-mannerist sculptural works of Mollinarolo. 
At the same time, however, the Chancellor grew increasingly more interested in 
clear purist forms, markedly neo-classicist in nature. 

In the immediate vicinity of the Slavkov château, Kaunitz constructed a vir
tual manifesto of his religious ideas. In front of the château, on the city square's 
axis, Hetzendorf von Hohenberg designed a new parish church. While the initial 
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project was based on a traditional temple form, derived from the ground plan 
conception of II Gesu in Rome, the final shape of the church, dating from 1783— 
1787, is a monumental example of revolutionary architecture in the Hapsburg 
Empire. The new church was built in strict and geometrically clear, pure forms, 
with a protruding portico, supported by huge Corinthian columns.15 Shortly af
ter the construction was finished in 1790, the Bhinner Zeitung noted that an im
portant feature of the project was the church iconography, which emphasized 
only the basic articles of Christian religious teaching, and therefore the church 
could serve the adherents of all tolerated Christian denominations. Such a pro
gram definitely was Kaunitz's intention and the original project not only reflects 
the artistic taste of the Chancellor, but is, most importantly, a monument-
memorial to the new ideal of Christian life and tolerance in the Hapsburg Em
pire. 

1.3. 

A perfect example of Kaunitz's relationship to the architectural works of his 
times is his so far little-known participation in the beautification 
(Verschônerung) of the garden at the château in Schônbrunn.16 The earliest 
document that mentions this intention to beautify the Schônbrunn park is the 
correspondence of Maria Theresia with Marie Antoinette. The Empress ex
plained to her daughter that she wanted to create "only a few little things of little 
value, that should serve principally to pleasant repose in the garden". On the 
other hand, her son, the Emperor Joseph II found all improvements ridiculous 
and too costly. Their documented opinions seem to contradict one another. This 
apparent contradiction can nevertheless be explained by the existence of two 
different projects — one of the Empress, the other of Kaunitz. What the Em
press wanted to build in the park is obvious and understandable: in addition to 
Jadot's already existing Menagerie (the central pavilion in rococo-classicist 
style) she wanted to build further small pavilions designed for pleasant repose. 
The Chancellor, however, advocated the project of Johann Ferdinand Hetzen-
dorf von Hohenberg, which was obviously the one Joseph II found ridiculous 
and costly. There was something extremely strange, unusual and astonishing 
about the project. Inspired by graphic prints of Giovanni Battista Piranesi from 
his early period (Prima parte), it transformed the Schônbrunn hill into a royal 

E. Hainisch, Der Architekt Johann Ferdinand Hetzendorf von Hohenberg. Wiener Jahrbuch 
fur Kunstgeschichte XII — XIII, 1949, pp. 19-90 (particularly p. 34). Further documents in: 
Okresni archiv VySkov, Mèstsky archiv Slavkov, Karton 11, No. 1461: The petition of the 
mayor and city council that a new church be erected on the site of the old church, demol
ished as it was in 17S7. 
A. Novotny (as in n. 2), pp.112-113: on the building projects of Empress Maria Theresia in 
Schônbrunn. 
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dream land with a extravaganza of architectural forms with Antique — inspired 
columns, obelisks, ruins and triumphal arches. 

There are even earlier examples of this sort of peculiar mixture of Piranesi — 
like potpourri in Hetzendorf s work. In 1769, he submitted several graphic 
prints in order to be accepted to the Kupferstecherakademie.17 The academic 
records mention, with a degree of irony, that they were "eine Art von Wiisteney, 
worinnen prâchtige Bruchstùcke von Gebàuden, Mausolàen, Sâulen etc. unor-
dentlich gruppiert sind\ Among the opinions of academicians, we find of major 
interest the statement of the Chancellor, who pointed out that everything de
picted in the graphic prints testifies "von dem grossen Geschmacke, und dem 
feurigen Genie dieser Architekten und einer unerschopflichen Einbildung". Sur
prisingly enough, we discover it was this statement of Kaunitz that ultimately 
was the deciding factor in making Hetzendorf a professor at the newly-
established Academy. Another clue to how close the projects were to Kaunitz's 
ideas is that Kaunitz himself recommended Hetzendorf s project for the Schôn-
brunn beautijication to the Empress, with the following assertion: those were 
the projects "die nach meinen Ideen iiber die Dekoration der Frese des Schôn-
brunner Hiigels entstanden." 

At that time, there already was Hetzendorf s Gloriette with symbols of the 
Empire on the hill and Kaunitz remarked in his letter to the Empress that he 
meant his endeavor to lead to magnificence of the whole park. It was intentional 
that he used Piranesi's equivalent of magnificenza which was also applied to the 
sentimental landscapes with ruins, the capriccios by Hubert Robert or Johann 
Georg Wille. And as it happened, shortly thereafter, the Schônbrunn park ac
quired the following elements: a) grottoes with an obelisk, b) a Roman ruin, c) 
grottoes with a statue of a nymph at a spring (according to the project of archi
tect Isidor Canevale and d) the immense Neptune's cascade.18 

Of equal importance were the statues decorating the park. Sculptor Christian 
Friedrich Wilhelm Bayer and Wenzel Anton Kaunitz-Rietberg collaborated on 
the designs. Iconographically, the Chancellor first conceived the ideas, then the 
sculptor made sketches and drawings which Kaunitz approved again, and finally 
Bayer made bozettoes for the other sculptors who participated in the decoration 
of the park. Heroes from ancient mythology and historic figures personifying 
ethical values were in the vast majority, rather than the earlier sculptures repre
senting the gods of Nature, and allegories, well-known in classical French gar
dens.19 Proudly speaking of my ideas, the Chancellor claimed to be himself the 

E. Hainisch (as in n. 15), p. 23. W. Cemy, Die Mitglieder der Wiener Akademie. Ein 
geschichtlicher Abriss auf Grund des Quellen Materials des Akademie Archivs von 1751 bis 
1870. Wien 1978. 
On Bayer and Kaunitz in Schônbrunn cf. H. Tietze, Die Denkmale der Stadt Wien (XI. — 
XXI. Bezirk). ûsterreichische Kunsttopographie II. Wien 1908, pp. 101 -189 (in particular 
pp. 180-187). 
E. Wangermann, Maria Theresia. A Reforming Monarchy. In: A. G. Dickens, The Courts of 
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author of the ideas for the reconstruction of the park. We do not know, however, 
the whole of his program; we can only guess that it was a of much larger scale 
than as we know it today. We will nevertheless attempt to discover at least some 
of the ideas in which the whole conception was rooted. What is first apparent is 
that the conception of the park is not at all new. The Schonbrunn garden parterre 
falls entirely within the tradition of classical garden architecture. This is com
plemented by the bizarre monuments which can be found in the engravings of 
Giovanni Battista Piranesi and his works representing the idea of Magnificenza 
Roman. Both Voltaire — whom Kaunitz in fact held in high esteem — and 
Seroux d'Agincourt as Kaunitz's contemporary and protégé in Northern Italy 
believed that the history of the human spirit includes several manifestations of 
the notion magnificenza: in the Rome of Emperor Augustus, in the humanistic 
Rome of Pope Julius II and in the classical Paris of Louis XIV. The imperial 
symbols of the Schonbrunn park leave no doubt that it is an artistic manifesta
tion of yet another, the fourth epoch of the notion magnificenza. This ico-
nographical idea includes artistic elements of French classicism, with the artistic 
fantasy of both the architect and the Chancellor considerably affected by Pi-
ranesi's bizarre visions of ancient Rome. Interestingly, the park echoes elements 
of the humanistic Rome under Pope Julius. We know that for the decoration of 
the Vatican, the Pope used elements from the classic work Hypnerotomachia 
Poliphili. We will not attempt to prove that this book was also a source of ideas 
for Kaunitz, yet there are certain parallels to be found in the most significant 
motifs of the Schonbrunn park: a) obelisk, b) nymph at a spring in a pavilion 
{Schonbrunn), c) Roman ruins with a waterfall, etc.20 Such inspiration would 
however be evidence of Kaunitz's traditionalist orientation rather than of his 
neo-classicist iconographical inventiveness. Thus we can well imagine how un
happy the young and rationally — utilitarian Joseph II was about such a dream 
— like, Utopian and also mythologically representative project. I believe that the 
ideas of the Chancellor included precisely this whole imperial symbolism, 
consisting of the grotto with obelisk, Roman ruins, Neptune's cascade and cul
minating in the Gloriette. Also present is the idea of Piranesi's magnificenza, 
which the Chancellor referred to several times and which justified his vision of 
the Hapsburg enlightened absolutism of the second half of the 18th century as of 
an other great epoch of history. 

The Chancellor manifested a similarly perceptive attitude to tradition also in 
other, so far unknown cases of his patronage of the arts. When he wanted to 
provide adequate spaces for the new Academy of Fine Arts, he first focused on 
Jadot's Old University building in Vienna. That was where the Academy had, 

Europe: Politics, Patronage and Royalty, 1440-1800. London 1977, p 311: the iconology 
in Schonbrunn is closer to the ideas of the French Revolution than to the concept of resi
dence of a dynasty. Cf. also: F. A J. Szabo (as in n. 2), p. 199, notes 215, 216. 
Hypnerotomachia and Rome cf. e.g.: E. H. Gombrich, Symbolic Images. Studies in the Art 
of the Renaissance II. London 1972, pp. 102-108. 
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on the second floor, been situated since 1759. After it was reformed and inte
grated with other art institutes, it became apparent that the whole building had 
to be readapted. At that time, in 1783-1784 drawings were made at the Acad
emy by Johann Georg Mack re-designing the interiors and in particular the up
per floors of the building. These drawings may have been connected with the 
expansion of the Academy. When the Academy moved out in 1786, the interiors 
were re-designed again. Other projected changes are documented by graphic 
prints of Quirin Mark, made at this period. The changes included not just interi
ors but also façades, respecting the existing French-oriented decorative style of 
the building.21 Related to the projects of the modifications of the University is 
also Mark's graphic transcription of the project of an unknown designer and 
inventor for the façade of the building on the Annagasse street (No. 6) in Vienna. 
That was the edifice the Chancellor intended to make the site of the Academy 
around the year 1789. Even today its façade shows signs of the changes made in 
the 1780's. We can definitely say that in both cases we only know the author of 
the ideas for the projects, and that it was obviously the Chancellor. The archi
tect probably belonged to the academic milieu of Johann Ferdinand Hetzendorf 
von Hohenberg, or possibly his collaborator Karl SchUtz, a graphic artist and a 
builder. It was SchUtz who undertook for the Chancellor a project of an entire 
new building for the Academy, following the program of neo-classicism and 
therefore differing substantially from the tradition-respecting project of the An
nagasse house. The architects around the Chancellor thus produced both the 
traditionalist projects of modifications and additions, and the new revolutionary 
classicist works, such as the aforementioned church in Slavkov. 

To conclude the inventory of Kaunitz's architectural ideas we should mention 
a chapter so far completely unknown: his contribution to the urban structure of 
Vienna. His correspondence, now in the Brno archives, includes an extremely 
remarkable project, recorded by his secretary, who noted in the margin that it 
had been written after the dictation of the Prince on August 28, 1792. The title 
of the manuscript is Sur l'aggrandissement et l'emblissement de la Ville de Vi
enne.22 In the introduction, the Chancellor states that just as he had prepared 
projects for the Emperor's predecessors, he intended to make several sugges
tions to the young Emperor. His goal was to make Vienna more beautiful and to 
improve its appearance so that it might resemble the magnificenza in ancient 
Rome or Athens. The Chancellor advocated in his proposal in particular the 
following three points: a) the completion of Leopoldstadt and its final transition 
into an a new quarter with great buildings along both sides of the Danube; b) the 
construction of a new court theater of a size allegedly unparalleled anywhere in 

2 1 Quirin Mark in: Graphische Sammlung Albertina, Vienna, album Q. Mark, Nr. 162-171 
2 2 MZA Brno, G 436, Karton 444, "dicté par S. A., 28. 8. 1792", Karton 450 (a copy of the 

letter); see Appendix. R. Bôsel, Ch. Benedik, Der Michaelerplatz. Seine Stâdtebauliche und 
architektonische Entwicklung. Wien 1992, pp. 71-74. 
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Europe; and finally c) the finishing of the Kohlmarkt side of the Hofburg fa
çade. 

These passages of the document reveal that, surprising as it is, it probably 
was the Chancellor of State, Wenzel Anton Kaunitz-Rietberg who conceived the 
ideas of the project for the Hofburg façade with three cupolas in the front, as 
depicted in the anonymous plans from the Viennese Hapsburg archives from the 
rule of Leopold II and Franz II. The projects of that period are related to the late 
work of Nicolo Pacassi and Johann Ferdinand Hetzendorf von Hohenberg. 
There are two particular features in these projects that might be pointed out as 
the possible result of the Chancellor's contributions: a) his emphasis on the im
portance and uniquenes of the built-in court theater and its inclusion in the or
ganism of Hofburg b) the accentuation of imperial symbols in the main cupola 
as the center of the whole façade. 

Thus it appears we can reasonably believe that it really was Prince Wenzel 
Anton Kaunitz-Rietberg who supplied the ideas of the project actually used al
most one hundred years later, when the Michael wing of Hofburg was finally 
finished. Even here, however, Kaunitz was a modernizing traditionalist. To
gether with his architect, he left the decorative system of the old façade 
(designed by Josef Emanuel Fischer von Erlach the Younger) almost un
changed, only heightening the accent on late 18th century imperial symbolism, 
along with the idea of magnificenza. The idea of the central copula might have 
been inspired by the appearance of his own Slavkov residence, where the copula 
of the main hall and the family coat of arms also have a striking symbolic and 
allusive — representational function. 

When we say that the Chancellor was to some extent a traditionalist, we 
should not forget that his generation actually belonged to a rather different cul
ture than his contemporaries in the 1770s and 1780s. His was definitely the 
early Enlightenment of French Europe. Therefore he appreciated the works of 
literature by Montesquieu, early Voltaire, Abbé du Bos, Marmontel and others, 
and that also explains his interest in French classic theater (Racine, Corneille, 
Molière, etc.) apparent from his personal library, preserved in its early form at 
the Slavkov château. The Chancellor's taste had been formed in the Rome and 
France of the 1730's. No wonder that when he later reflected upon the situation 
in fine arts, it was through an aesthetic dating from the beginning of the 18th 
century. He was a modernist in the early 18th-century sense and towards the end 
of that century he grew gradually into a living legend in the atmosphere of late 
Central European Enlightenment. 

II. 1. 

As a diplomat in Paris in 1751, Kaunitz made the acquaintance of the drafts
man and graphic artist Johann Georg Wille, who would be in the following 
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century called by the Goncourt brothers le Voltaire de l'art P Wille would bring 
into his circle artists, connoisseurs and rising art historians and spread, through 
reproduction graphics, modem works of art throughout the whole of Europe. He 
also was the head of a private school of drawing in Paris. Kaunitz was then 
principally interested in Watteau's pictures and was trying to acquire some by 
way of the draftsman. Still later, when he had already become the Chancellor, 
Kaunitz kept in correspondence with Wille and in 17S9, he recommended a 
young graphic artist, Jacob Mathias Schmuzer to be accepted for further training 
at Wille's school. Upon receiving a state scholarship from Maria Theresia, 
Schmuzer left for Paris and became one of Wille's best students. For a time, his 
teacher even made him a provisional head of the private school. Johann Georg 
Wille praised him as a gifted organizer and draftsman. It was no surprise that the 
Chancellor planned to involve the young artist in his reforms regarding the fine 
arts. After he returned to Vienna, Schmuzer submitted a project to establish a 
new Academy of arts that would contribute to raising the prestige of drawing 
and graphic techniques, as well as painting, sculpture and architecture.24 Sup
ported by the Chancellor, this project became reality and in 1766, the new 
Kupferstecherakademie — Academy of Copper Engraving — was founded in 
Vienna, with Kaunitz as the protector, Jacob Mathias Schmuzer as the director 
and Josef Sonnenfels as the secretary.25 Schmuzer's project bore the distinctive 
marks of French artistic culture, as we learn from the passage addressed to the 
Empress ("/ have thoroughly discussed the project in Paris with great artists, 
such as Cochin, Wille, Aliamet, Vanlo, Zingg"). I would like to point out that the 
project of Schmuzer and Kaunitz was modern in the academic artistic milieu, 
and that this modernity was not limited in scope to Central Europe. It was based 
on training in drawing and in particular in landscape painting, which was an en
tirely novel discipline within European academic art. Students would go to the 
country to paint and draw in Nature, but not yet after Nature (Kaunitz's 
Moravian estates among other locales). The motifs they chose were mostly cu
rious and picturesque, and that coincided completely with Wille's aesthetic views. 
Starting in 1769, architecture was also taught at the Academy (the post given to 
Kaunitz's protégé Johann Ferdinand Hetzendorf von Hohenberg). From the 
older generation, the Academy collaborated with Franz Anton Maulbertsch and 

2 3 H.-Th. Schulze Altcappenberg, "Le Voltaire de l'Art" Johann Georg Wille (1715-1808) 
und seine Schule in Paris. MQnster 1987. 

2 4 J. Kroupa, Jakob Mathias Schmu(t)zer und die graphischen KOnste in Mahren am Ende des 
18. Jahrhunderts. In: Th. Winkelbauer (ed.), Kontakte und Konflikte. Bôhmen, Mâhren und 
Osterreich: Aspekte eines Jahrtausends gemeinsamer Geschichte. Referate des III. Sympo
sium "Verbindendes und Trennendes an der Greme" vom 24. bis 27. Oktober 1992 in 
Zwettl. [= Schriften des Waldviertler Heimatbundes, Bd. 36], Hom-Waidhofen an der Thaya 
1993, pp. 257-274. 

2 5 J. Kroupa, Poznâmky k Sonnenfelsovê koncepci umènl [Notes on Sonnenfels's Conception 
of Art]. In: J. SedlôT (éd.), Umëleckohistoricky sbornik. Bmo 1985, pp. 195-209. 
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Joseph Roos (Rosa). The new Academy soon developed into a modern institu
tion with the spirit of the Enlightenment and emancipation of the late 18th century. 

An telltale sign of Kaunitz's orientation to French classics are the appoint
ments of the regular members of the Academy of Drawing and Copper Engrav
ing, sent out by Kaunitz in 1768-1769: nearly two thirds of the total number of 
the first academics were artists of French origin. In 1771 and 1772, the older 
Academy was joined to the Kupferstecherakademie and, quite typically, the rep
resentatives of the latter took the positions of power. The protector of the com
bined academy was the Chancellor of State Wenzel Anton Kaunitz-Rietberg, the 
secretary and president was Josef Sonnenfels. More emphasis was given to figu
rative painting than in the original Kupferstecherakademie, and a new field — 
historical painting — was constituted. An influential observer of academic 
events, Johann Rudolf Fiissli remarked that in comparison with the past, when 
the focus had been on fresco paintings with puzzling symbols and mysticism, an 
almost new epoch had started: the topics are remarkable deeds from history and 
in the paintings has appeared a human who acts and comports himself above all 
as a human. The history he spoke about was essentially that of the Antique pe
riod, yet allegorically and symbolically related to the present. Aware that the 
emergence of historical painting was primarily the result of the influence of the 
international artistic climate in Rome, the Chancellor established as early as 
1771, scholarships in Rome for future professors of the Academy. His initial 
effort, however, did not succeed and so the Chancellor issued, in 1776, new de
tailed guidelines and art manifesto for scholarship candidates. It is remarkable in 
many respects. Notably, the strict neo-classicism of Winckelmann was balanced 
against the Roman Baroque classicism of Pompeo Battoni. The Italian's studio 
was to be the center of modern education. The Chancellor's efforts seem to have 
been aimed at reinvigorating painting with the B a r o q u e classicism of the 
Bolognese school. After all, even such important men of the Enlightenment as 
Josef von Sperges or the secretary of the Academy Josef Sonnenfels were not 
strict proponents of Winckelmann's aesthetic. When reading the scholarship 
guidelines or Sonnenfels' critical essays (which, later on, however, reflected the 
personal taste of the Chancellor also), we notice that study of the Baroque clas
sicist aesthetic was one side of the coin for artists in the Hapsburg Empire. The 
other, no less important side was French rococo classicism and the sentimental-
ism endorsed by Johann Georg Wille and his pupils. In contrast to the pompos
ity of the court, both these approaches to artistic creation emphasized the ideal 
of simplicity and solemnity, inferred as it was not from reality, but rather from 
the literature and theater of the period. 

In the course of his reform of academic studies, Prince Wenzel Anton 
Kaunitz-Rietberg also addressed the issue of education in history and literature 
as a part of artistic schooling. He envisioned a new type of artist: educated, 
well-read, with a new attitude towards contemporary knowledge. In his aca
demic lectures, Josef Sonnenfels summed up all the new requirements of the 
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new artist in the term urbanity of an artist. Compared to Sonnenfels, Kaunitz 
was, nonetheless, somewhat more traditional-bound: he demanded the regenera
tion of the traditional academic ideal, incorporated in the notions of Aemulatio 
(emulation) and Ehre (honor) as a condition of improvement in fine arts. The 
artist would therefore not only have to continually learn but also to exhibit his 
works regularly in public every two years, to be critically judged and compared 
to those of other artists. 

The new intellectual orientation, higher education, knowledge of history and 
literature — all this was meant to lead the artist to a new social status, so that he 
might eventually be liberated from traditional dependency on guilds and pa
trons. In this sense, the Chancellor's efforts were motivated by the cultural and 
political reforms of Theresian Enlightenment. Central European art of the sec
ond half of the 18th century was still dominated by the more famous preceding 
period. Yet the cultural policies of the Chancellor and his circle (Josef Sonnen
fels, Johann Melchior von Birkenstock, Josef von Sperges) were directed to
wards new functions of art: landscape painting, portrait, graphics. The collec
tions in the library of today's Academy of Fine Arts in Vienna clearly document 
this. The founding of the Kupferstecherakademie which started the effort to ele
vate graphic arts finally led, around the year 1800, to the re-evaluation of the 
entire hierarchy of art disciplines. In the drawings of Caspar Franz Sambach, 
Franz Caucig, Michael Wutky, Franz Edmund Weirotter and Martin von Mo-
litor, the refusal of Baroque pretense, illusionism and representation led to new 
mentalities — to an artist's individual account of the historicity of the world. 
This new art was nevertheless linked through numerous elements with the ear
lier art of the late Baroque. Most importantly, we can not definitively identify it 
with a particular style. It was a part of the stylistic pluralism of the whole epoch. 
And this stylistic pluralism was also reflected in the taste of the Chancellor, who 
loved to present himself to the public as a patron of the arts and a man of taste?-6 

n. 2. 

For his most valued paintings, the Chancellor created in his residence a kind 
of small temple, sanctuarium, where the choice paintings were placed.27 Count 

Graphic portraits depicting the Chancellor as a significant patron of the arts cf. e.g.: J. G. 
Haid after M. van Meytens, 1755; J. M. Schmuzer after L. Tocqué, 1764; J. M. Schmuzer 
after J. N. Steiner; 1767; J. E. Mansfeld, around 1770; J. G. Haid after H. Maurer, 1774; J. 
M. Schmuzer after J. Hagenauer, 1786; I. Unterberger, 1790 (all in Vienna, Graphische 
Sammlung Albertina). 
C. Hâlovà-Jahodovâ (as in n. 2), p. 331: "ce que j'appellle mon Sanctuaire, c'est a dire 
dans le chambre de mes tableaux distingués et d'affection". The original appearance of the 
room is described in the correspondence of Count Maximilian Lamberg; in: G. Gugitz, 
Casanova und Graf Lamberg. Wien-Leipzig-Olten 1935, p. 155: "Durch die Gldser erblickt 
man von aussen rundherum urn das Viereck mehrere Staffeleien hier und da aufgestellt, auf 
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Maxmilian Lamberg from Brno describes it in a letter to Giacomo Casanova: 
"through the glass you may observe from the outside a number of easels scat
tered around a rectangular, holding the paintings of prominent artists [...]." 

It appears that Kaunitz's placement of the paintings could be compared with 
the collection in the library of Charles Townley, as depicted in the painting from 
1781 by Johann Zoffany.28 In a similar manner, Kaunitz's collection of works of 
art was scattered in space among glass partitions and stands. Lamberg also 
mentions in his letter that he saw there several paintings by Francesco Casa
nova, the brother of the famous adventurer (^including the paintings of your 
brother, of whom the Prince speaks with high esteem, saying that he is the only 
painter with whom he shares the art of vision [...]"). Kaunitz appreciated very 
much the company of this proto-romantic painter of battles, storms and cavalry 
skirmishes and we know that Francesco Casanova was the last person allowed 
to visit the Chancellor on his death bed. 

Located in Mariahilf was the most important part of the Kaunitz gallery. The 
Chancellor built another gallery in Laxenburg, in his family's maison de plai
sance. And of the least importance was the one at the Prince's family seat: the 
château in Slavkov. He would send to Slavkov the pictures he did not want to 
have in Vienna while, as mentioned by Cecilie Halovâ-Jahodovà, he had some 
of the more precious paintings taken from his Slavkov collection and moved to 
Mariahilf. It was in 1781 that he started to take more interest in the Slavkov 
collection: he abandoned the old display of paintings paneled in boisseries and 
began to lay out a classical gallery, based on his sketch grouping together par
ticular schools of art.29 At that time, he even had some classicist works by the 
artists on scholarship in Rome moved to Slavkov. 

Kaunitz's Viennese collection drew praise even as it was being established. 
Soon after his death, however, this collection was gradually sold off. Even years 
later, when Theodor von Frimmel did his research on private collections in V i 
enna, he was still impressed by the Chancellor's taste in art. An explicit expres
sion of his taste is found in several letters of the Chancellor to his acquain
tances. We shall have a look now at the system of his purchases and at the peo
ple with whom he kept contacts. The receipts and purchase lists indicate that the 
Chancellor made most purchases while Joseph II was Emperor. This might be 
explained by the fact that und er the rule of Joseph II, the Chancellor no longer 
was as prominent a statesman as before and thus he was in a position to retreat, 

welchen sich verstreut Gemûlde der besten Meister angelehnt finden [...]." On painter 
Francesco Casanova cf.: B. Kuhn, Der Landschafts- und Schlachtenmaler Francesco Casa
nova (1727-1803). Wiener Jahrbuchfilr Kunstgeschichte XXXVII, 1984, pp. 89-118. 
On the painting by Johann Zoffany cf.: F. Haskell, De l'art et du goût jadis et naguère. 
Paris 1989, p. 96, fig. 30. 
MZA Bmo, G 436, Karton 433: 1782 "Der Tischlermeister Stersky ist mit seine gnûdigst 
anbefohlener Arbeit an denen Boisserie Wônden, wo Gemûlde gewesen und herausgenom-
men warden sind, in der Gallerie, dam in Euer Durchlauchten Zimmer, wo der wâllisehe 
Kamin ist, vôlligfertig". 
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to some extent, to his private affairs and devote more of his time to purchasing 
art. At the same time, he obviously steered his way of life away from the ra
tional-utilitarian Emperor. The Emperor's distrust of arts stands in stark contrast 
to the Chancellor's love of splendor and the clash was the topic of all reports of 
the period of the late 1770s through the early 1780s. 

Numerous details of Kaunitz's patronage of the arts are included in his corre
spondence with the librettist and poet Régnier Calsabiggi. In 1774, Calsabiggi 
described for him the important collections in Lucca, and pointed out several 
paintings by Pompeo Battoni that he believed the Chancellor should buy. Cal-
sabiggi's rhetorical choice of words is a fine example of the way of thinking in 
Kaunitz's circle of art critics:" [...] dans une des maisons Conti j'ai vu un su
perbe tableau d'Andréa del Sorte entre deux de Battoni, l'un représentant 
Apollon et deux des Muses, l'autre la Peinture, la Sculpture, et l'Architecture, 
et que ces deux tableaux se soutiennent, mais comment! a cote de ce peintre di
vin! Quelles tableaux, mon prince que ces deux Battoni! Quel dessain simple, 
correct, Elegant! Quel coloris vif, enchanteur! Quel chairs quels contours 
quelle expression! Quels mélanges admirables d'ombres et de lumière! [...]" 
Through Calsabiggi, Kaunitz also met Johann Zoffany, who in 1774 was return
ing from Italy to England via Vienna.30 On that occasion, Calsabiggi wrote to 
the Chancellor: "[...] mais mon Prince l'artiste que j'aime et admire infiniment 
ici est Zoffany Allemand, de Ratisbone, Peintre du Roi d'Angleterre. Ses por
traits sont vivons et bien histories avec gout, grace, finesse et intelligence, Ses 
draperies en satin, velours etc. sont d'une fraîcheur d'une vérité qui surprend. 
Il est excellent pour trouver de giochi d'ombre e di lume. Il touche les orne
ments avec une hardiesse facile. Ses peysages sont légers et d'une touche de 
grand Maitre." At the end of June, 1774, Calsabiggi informed Kaunitz that Zof
fany was bringing some of his works to show to him, particularly the painting of 
the renowned Tribuna delta Galleria, that Calsabiggi had seen, still unfinished, 
in the artist's studio. Sources do not tell how this project turned out: in fact, 
later on Zoffany became intimate with the academic life in Vienna and Maria 
Theresia elevated him to the ranks of aristocracy, but his painting of the Tribuna 
is today in London, in the possession of the British Royal family. Kaunitz, in 
turn, wrote to Calsabiggi that in fine arts he held "vast knowledge not only theo
retical, but also practicar. 

In Milan, the mediator for Kaunitz was chiefly Count Karl Firmian. He called 
Kaunitz's attention to his painter, Martin Knoller, and described one of his re
cent paintings with themes from Roman history. In 1781, perhaps foreseeing his 
own death, Firmian offered several paintings from his own collection to the 
Chancellor, most notably the painting Gaius Marius on Escape in Carthago.31 

MZA Brno, G 436, Karton 438, Calsabiggi Kaunitzovi, 1774.1 appreciate the kindness of 
Dr. Croll of Salzburg in referring me to this source. 
MZA Brno, G 436, Karton 440: Firmian; as a typical example of Kaunitz's correspondence 
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Indeed, this painting is today on deposit at the Slavkov château, along with other 
pictures by Knoller, purchased by Kaunitz in 1782 from the estate of the late 
Firmian. This purchase was made through Count Wilczek, who succeeded Fir-
mian also with the purchases of paintings from north-Italian collections. Thus 
the Chancellor acquired four large canvases by Martin Knoller and, furthermo-
bre, paintings by Pietro da Cortona, Giulio Cesare Procaccini, Antonio Tem-
pesta and Francesco Albani. 

In Venice Kaunitz's purchases were made by Countess Breuner.32 It is the cor
respondence with her that reveals the deliberations of Kaunitz. In 1785 he wrote to 
her that he would very much appreciate acquiring some works of Paolo Vero
nese, as that artist had not been represented at all in his collections. At the same 
time he states that he would like to receive a description of every painting of
fered, written by a true connoisseur (par un vrai connoisseur), including basic 
information about the picture (size; material; theme and the size of the figures; 
state of preservation; confirmation of authenticity or who made the attribution; 
price). In the summer of 1786, on the occasion of another purchase, Kaunitz 
informed the Countess that he was interested primarily in exceptional works of 
art and in such works that exhibit the flexibility (ductus) and suppleness of the 
brush in the oil painting. In his last letter, dated in December 1787, he expresses 
his thanks for the acquisition of a picture that has delighted him a great deal and 
that he finds very pleasant; in his opinion, it is a work of the Bolognese school 
of the Carracci's: "le tableau est plein de mérite, très agréable, et me fait le plus 
grand plaisir du monde." It seems that it was this classicist-tinted eclecticism of 
the Bolognese school, which influenced even the nascent neo-classicist movement 
in Rome, that was closest to the Chancellor's taste. Not only does he mention 
rather often the Bolognese artists in his correspondence, but also, in his letters to 
Maria Theresia, he praises among his contemporaries particularly the painter Pom-
peo Battoni as being the true successor of the Carracci brothers. Other painters 
he thought of highly were Sebastiano Conca, Francesco Solimena and others. 

We should also mention other sellers who were in touch with Kaunitz. Impor
tant among them was the painter Adam Braun, who sold the Chancellor numer
ous Dutch paintings (e.g. Pieter Snayers, Frederick Moucheron, Paul Potter and 
several unattributed landscapes) and also the paintings of Anton Raphael 
Mengs. From the art-merchant Johann Stôber, the Chancellor completed his 
collection of Dutch 17th century paintings: the works by Jacob van Ruisdael, 
Jan van Goyen, Joose de Momper, Egbert van der Poel and four paintings alleg
edly by Jan Brueghel the Elder.33 

I include this letter as an appendix to the study FOrst Wenzel Anton Kaunitz-Rietberg. Ein 
Kunstmâzen und Curieux der Aufklarung. In: G. Klingenstein, F. A. Szabo (as in n. 3). 
MZA Bmo, G 436, Karton 438: letters to Countess Breuner in Venice. Kaunitz, 17. 9. 1785: 
" [...] et en ce cas envoyer m'en une description faite par un vrai connoisseur; c 'est a dire 
hauteur et largeur, sur toile ou bois, le sujet, le grandeur des figures, l'état de conservation, 
la certitude de l'originalité s'entend, et le prix". 
MZA Bmo, G 436, Karton 450: various receipts and invoices. 
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This enumeration may naturally be surprising, in view of the established im
age of the Chancellor as the patron of neo-classicism. It remains to be investi
gated to what extent these acquisitions were truly original and valuable works of 
art. Several known examples, however, prove that Kaunitz's purchases were a 
major, important contribution to the collection. Hopefully, the time will come 
when the entire collection is visually reassembled: his paintings in world col
lections still bear the linked letters WKR with a crown, the collection emblem 
the Chancellor designed himself and executed in drawing. For example, Soli-
mena's Death of Messalina, which today is in the collection of J. Paul Getty 
Trust in Malibu, U.S.A. There is an almost art-historical description of this 
painting in the Kaunitz archives, which includes the size, quotations from 
sources, reference to the origin of the theme, etc.34 In other words, exactly the 
type of information that Kaunitz himself required before purchasing a painting. 

III. 1. 

The last of our topics is Kaunitz and the history of art. His primary criterion 
was the sensual, visual impact of an art work, as indicated in some of the above 
quotations from Kaunitz's correspondence. Since he was only interested in 
magnificent works, the Chancellor himself always advised his art procurers that 
they ought to consult a true connoisseur to assist them with the choice of a 
painting. His preference for the visual is in fact the cornerstone of a new con
ception of art history. The emphasis shifts from the search for biographical an
ecdotes in a work of art and the search for innovations (such as the invention of 
oil painting by Jan van Eyck) directly to the sensitive and sensual qualities of 
the work, and its attribution to a particular school. Evidence of this new ap
proach is Kaunitz's undertaking to re-organize his galleries according to schools 
of art, so that similar works of different schools and epochs would be next to 
one another and thus could be compared. In this manner he arranged not only 
his own collection, but also participated in the installation of the gallery in 
Belvedere in Vienna, where together with Christian von Mechel, he designed 
the new arrangement of the public collections. Among other interesting docu
ments, the Kaunitz archive also contains a list of pictures to be eliminated from 
the imperial gallery as they were either damaged or even totally ruined. Some of 
Mechel's iconographical attributions in the catalogue required an extensive hu
manistic erudition (such as the identification of Giorgione's Three Philosophers 
as three sages beholding the shining of stars) and thus would have been impos
sible without the Chancellor's assistance. It is probable that the Chancellor also 

MZA Bmo, G 436, Karton 450: Description du deux grands Tableaux capitaux qui sont 
pendants ensemble l'un du fameux Solimene, l'autre du Cavalier Bambini. On Solimena 
painting (167 x 226 cm) in Malibu, U.S.A. cf. W. Prohaska, N. Spinosa (éd.), Cat Barock 
in Neapel. Kunst zur Zeit der ôsterreichischen Vizekônige. Wien-Napoli 1993, p. 212. 
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contributed his ideas for the installation of the gallery, although this assumption 
is only based on indirect evidence.35 It was he who contrived in 1781 the two 
variants for the new inscription above the entrance to the new gallery: a) In hoc 
artis pictoriae Museo Clarissimo [...], b) In hoc Fynacotheca Augusta [...]. 
These inscriptions mentioned the late Empress and the Emperor as the founders 
and creators of the gallery, yet at the entrance stood a bust of the Chancellor, by 
the sculptor Cerachi, carrying an inscription testifying to the merits of Kaunitz 
in installing the gallery (1780). The level of cooperation between Kaunitz and 
Mechel remains unknown. 

The importance of this new gallery display was essentially in the historical 
arrangement of the pictures and in the attempt to illustrate to the public, through 
modern connoisseurship, the history of particular schools of art. A significant 
part of the installation were the Baroque works of the 17th century (e.g. Rubens 
hall), a fact which GUnther Heinz would find so strange and remarkable. Why in 
the epoch of early classicism such emphasis was put on Baroque art of the 17th 
century, can be explained by the Chancellor's concept of history. His model was 
not the morally didactic neo-classicist art at all — the type of art favored by the 
Emperor — but on the contrary he supported the remarkably modem effort to 
elucidate certain historical aspects of the development of schools of painting. 
This may have been the reason why Kaunitz archive contains drafts of histori
cal studies, such as a survey of the history of modern Spanish art, a list of Dutch 
artists working in the year 1779, a report on the last paintings by Anton Raphael 
Mengs in Madrid, etc. These resources could apparently serve the new, histori
cal approach to the history of art. 

Kaunitz's interest in the history of art is also evident from further examples 
of his patronage. He supported the publishing of facsimile reproductions of An
tique paintings, supported the draftsman Louis François Cassas and the painter 
Hubert Robert. He was also interested in the research work of Seroux 
d'Agincourt in Italy, as well as in the work of Johann Joachim Winckelmann. In 
the latter he obviously saw a future professor of the history of art of the Ancient 
Ages at the University in Vienna and, according to a legend from that time, the 
dying Winckelmann asked that his regards be sent to the Chancellor. Kaunitz, in 
fact, along with Count Johann Fries and Joseph von Sperges, published the 
posthumous edition of Winckelmann's History of Art of the Ancient Ages. Al l 
these facts establish the Chancellor's theoretical and historical expertise. Enjoy
ing art history, he initiated the sculpture of Clio, a scholarship work of Franz 
Zauner.36 Clio, the Muse of history, was for Kaunitz in a sense a symbol of the 

MZA Bmo, G 436, Karton 450. On the subject of Giorgione's Three philosophers cf. S. 
Sertis, Giorgiones "Gewiller". Auftraggeber und verborgenes Sujet. Berlin 1982. On 
Mechel's gallery arrangement in Vienna cf. Debora J. Meijers, Kunst als Natur, Wien 1994. 
H. Burg (as in n. 2), pp. 48-49. On the collecting in the 18. century cf. e.g. K. Pomian, 
Collectioneurs, amateurs et curieux. Paris, Venise: XVI-XVIII siècle. Paris 1987. A recent 
interesting treatment of the new concept of history: G. Bickendorf, Der Beginn der 
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new discipline, and the Chancellor eventually acquired the statue for his collec
tion. 

Theoreticians of the second half of the 18th century, such as Denis Diderot, 
Christian Ludwig von Hagedorn or Josef Sonnenfels, made a distinction be
tween men of taste and men of genius: patrons, critics and the artists themselves. 
The Chancellor of State, Wenzel Anton Kaunitz-Rietberg, was such a man of 
taste. He was at the same time a proponent of a specific cultural policy of the 
Enlightened state, a patron of the arts with distinctive critical opinions of his 
own. I may have somewhat surprisingly called him a traditionalist, when 
speaking of architecture. 

The term traditionalist, however, has to be weighed on the very fine scales of 
art theory. Recently, there has been a new wave of theoretical interest in one of 
the protagonists of neo-classicist aesthetic, Johann Joachim Winckelmann.37 

The analysis of his arguments in the old theoretical controversy between the 
anciennes et modernes factions of Parisian academicians has revealed a stun
ning fact. Paradoxically, for his new appraisal of classical Antique art, for his 
theory of imitation of Antique art, for his first history of Antique art Winckel
mann used the arguments of the conservative anciennes (!). An essential condi
tion of the new perception of the Antique was that it had already been elevated 
to the ideal — norm. For Kaunitz, it was the other way round: his patronage of 
the arts showed his pleasure in the art works considered modern at the begin
ning of the 18th century. For instance, Kaunitz professed his fondness for the 
works of Rubens and for the imperial gallery he purchased the famous Altar of 
St. Ildefons. He himself possessed the renown painting Boreas Abducting Orei-
thea (along with several other paintings by Rubens) and, moreover, he had a 
number of copies of Rubens' works made for his Slavkov gallery. In fact, one of 
the halls in the Slavkov château even today bears the same name as the hall in 
the imperial gallery in Belvedere: Rubens hall. Kaunitz would buy the works of 
other Dutch and Flemish artists as well. Ironically, the more modern neo-
classicist Winckelmann used the arguments of the anciennes, while the tradi
tionalist Kaunitz lived in the world of the modernes around the year 1700. 

What exactly were the qualities that the Chancellor admired most in works of 
art? In the above-mentioned letter to Countess Breuner, Kaunitz compares the 
techniques of encaustics (and, in the graphics, mezzotint) with oil painting, ex
pressing his preference for the latter, whose secret, he says, is that it preserves 
the clarity of unmixed colors, while allowing to appreciate in the painting the 
ductus (ductile) and suppleness (maniable) of the brush. Obviously, these rather 

Kunstgeschichtschreibung unter dem Paradigma "Geschichle". Gustav Fr. Waagens Frùh-
schrift Ueber Hubert und Johann van Eyck. Worms 1985. 
M. Kafer, J. J. Winckelmann — ein Ancien? In: M. Kunze (éd.), Johann Joachim Winckel
mann. Neue Forschungen. Stendal 1990, pp. 73-78; Th. W. Gaehtgens (éd.), Johann 
Joachim Winckelmann, 1717-1768. Hamburg 1986. 
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sensual notions of the modernists and Rubensists are his fundamental criteria. 
Also in his further purchases, he particularly regarded the virtuosity, Rubensism 
and modernism. Even in later years, he tended to support the artists who be
longed to the proto-romanticists or sentimentalists (Francesco Casanova, Mi 
chael Wutky) or those who created the sketch-like non finito (his purchases in
clude the smaller works by Sebastiano Ricci, Pietro da Cortona, Franz Anton 
Maulbertsch and other works with a distinctive sketch-like character). The art
ists that he supported were well aware of his preference. Friedrich Heinrich 
Filger sent to Kaunitz several unfinished works of sketch-like character from his 
training period in Rome, so that the Chancellor could inspect what progress he 
had made. And Kaunitz's appreciation of Francesco Casanova and the French 
draftsman Jean Baptiste Pillement was undoubtedly also related to the proto-
romantic, rococo-classicist character of their work. A similar topic is mentioned 
in Kaunitz's letter of July 1787 to the draftsman and graphic artist Louis-
François Cassas, concerning the purchase of a drawing by Cassas of a landscape 
with a mosque. 

The same complex association of traditionalism and modernism is reflected 
in Kaunitz's relationship to arts and to the academic school system. Kaunitz 
modeled the project of the Academy in Vienna on the French Academy of the 
late 17th century: art historians often quote his assertion that the artists 
"Hardouin, Mansart, de Cotte, Mignard etc. contributed to the ascent of France 
much more than the French marshals and the builder of fortifications Vauban 
together."3* Also Kaunitz's contacts with Johann Georg Wille are evidence of 
his French orientation that is usually neglected or belittled by the Austrian his
toriography of Viennese art institutes. 

III. 2 

The traditional orientation of the Chancellor found an interesting outlet in his 
patronage of the arts. His first protégé seems to have been the Brno painter 
Franz Anton Palko (1717-1767), who lived in the Moravian capital from the 
late 1740's and whose works were commissioned primarily by Ferdinand Julius 
Troyer (1745-1758), the Bishop of Olomouc (Olmiitz).39 In Moravia, he created 
for instance the painting for the main altar in the Trinitarian church of St. Anna 
in HoleSov. The arrangement of the painting was inspired by the works of Gio
vanni Battista Pittoni. His most significant works, however, were his rococo-
classicist portraits. The Chancellor recommended Palko, possibly because of 
them, as the successor to the official portrait painter and director of the Acad-

3 8 C. Hâlovâ-Jahodovâ (as in n. 2), pp. 334-335. 
3 9 P. Preiss, Vlastnl a rodinné portréty Frantiska Antonina Palka [Self Portraits and Family 

Portraits by F. A. Palko]. Bulletin Moravské galerie v Brnë 50, 1994, pp. 25-31. It presents 
new facts on Palko, correcting numerous theories of earlier research. 
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emy, Martin van Meytens. Palko's premature death, however, brought an un
timely end to his career. His last works were the sketches for a monumental 
portrait of the Imperial family. They were, later on, executed in painting by the 
painter Anton Glunck for the Premonstratensian abbey in Louka. Because of 
their artistic excellence, however, they were long included directly in the oeuvre 
of Palko.4 0 It is no accident that one of the figures in the painting, with the fam
ily of Maria Theresia, is the Chancellor of State, Wenzel Anton Kaunitz-
Rietberg. The Chancellor did not hesitate to endorse the painter at the Viennese 
court, speaking of his better arrangement of pictures, compared with Italian 
artists. 

In 1767, the painter Johann Nepomuk Steiner (1725-1793), also of Moravian 
origin, became a member of the Academy in Vienna, on the merits of his por
trait of the Chancellor. From the beginning of his career he was an acknowl
edged portrait-painter, which might lead us to assume, as in the previous case, 
that the Chancellor saw him as the replacement for the deceased Franz Anton 
Palko. He was, however, certainly less gifted a painter than his former colleague 
and also the stylistic orientation of his work was quite different, as he spent a 
part of his life in Rome with Pompeo Battoni and Anton Raphael Mengs and 
under their influence he embraced a kind of classicist — Baroque style. His 
main altar of the parish church of St. Jacob in Jihlava made him one of the 
foremost proponents in Moravia of the classicism of the 1760s, yet the Chancel
lor engaged him primarily in the restoration work in his gallery, and also in the 
choice and installation of works in the gallery of the new residence in Mariahilf. 
As a portrait-painter, Steiner belonged to the circle of the Josephinian painter 
Josef Hickel. 4 1 Typical of both was a stiff, smooth, classicist style. 

A contemporary of Steiner's was Francesco Casanova (1727-1803), the 
brother of the famous adventurer. He arrived in Vienna in 1783 and immediately 
received a warm reception from the Chancellor. Kaunitz admired him all his 

L. SlavlCek, Franz Anton Palko nebo Anton Glunck? K autorstvf skupinovych portrctù 
Marie Terezie a Josefa II. z letniho refektafe premonstratského klâStera v Louce u Znojma. 
Exkurz: Nëkolik poznamek k ikonografii skupinovych portrétû Marie Terezie a Josefa II. od 
Antona Gluncka [Franz Anton Palko or Anton Glunck? On the authorship of the group por
traits of Maria Theresia and Josef II from the summer refectory of the Premonstratensian ab
bey in Louka at Znojmo. Some Notes on the Iconography of the group portraits of Maria 
Theresia and Josef II by Anton Glunck]. Bulletin Moravské galerie v Brnê 50, 1994, pp. 32-
41 ; J. Kroupa, Franz Anton Palko v TovaCovë. In: V. Vlnas, T. Sekyrka (edd.), Ars baculum 
vitae. Sbornik studii z dèjin kultury a umëni k sedmdesdtym narozeninâm Pavla Preisse. 
Praha 1996 s. 250-256. 
In Moravia, the Chancellor engaged the services of Pavel Malenowsky as the Prince's con
structor and master builder. In the 1770's, he designed curious and playful projects of 
painted architecture (J. P. Cerroni, Skitze einer Geschichte der bildenden Kùnste in 
Mdhren. MZA, G 12, Cerr. 1-32, fol. 163-164). Painter J. N. Steiner from Jihlava also 
worked as a restorer in Kaunitz's gallery, of which he was the official curator; cf.: C. 
Hàlovà-Jahodovà (as in n. 2). 
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life, as reported by Count Maxmilian Lamberg in Bmo. Acknowledged as 
a painter of battles and landscapes, Casanova was influenced primarily by the 
late Baroque of Venice, but also by the French rococo painting (cf. his works for 
the château of the revolutionary architect Ledoux in Louvenciennes) and, in 
particular, by the older Dutch tradition. Thus he was also one of the representa
tives of Wille's stylistic modus — Hollandism — endorsed by the Chancellor in 
Vienna. Kaunitz not only employed Casanova, but also negotiated for him im
portant commissions from the foremost aristocrats in the Empire (Prince Nas
sau, Count Lamberg) and even from czarist Russia. In 17S6, Casanova exhibited 
a portrait of Kaunitz on horseback at the Viennese Academy. But mostly he was 
commissioned by the Chancellor to create catastrophic paintings in the style of 
late Baroque virtuosity. 

Around his time, however, the Chancellor focused his attention on a painter 
of the younger generation: Friedrich Heinrich Fiiger (1751-1818). There were a 
number of attractive features that the Chancellor appreciated about him: he had 
studied painting in the French-influenced Ludwigsburg in Baden-WUrttemberg, 
he had received an education in law at the enlightened University in Halle, and 
he was also familiar with modem English portrait and miniature painting. He 
was a master draftsman and his paintings demonstrated his technical virtuosity 
making wide strokes with a fat brush. When he arrived in Vienna in 1774, he 
was introduced to the Chancellor and he immediately received a substantial 
yearly stipend. It was typical of the intellectual milieu which he joined that he 
became the orator of the literary and enlightened lodge of the Free Masons Zur 
wahren Eintracht in Vienna. A fortunate coincidence? He appears to have con
vinced, with his drawings, the circle around the Chancellor (Sperges, van 
Swieten, Sonnenfels etc.) that he was capable of becoming a good painter of 
histories. In the range of painting motifs promoted by the Chancellor, historical 
painting was the new discipline. Fiiger became one of the first artists to receive 
a grant from Kaunitz to go to Italy.42 In one of the reports that Kaunitz regularly 
received from Italy, Fiiger's style is referred to as French. In the neo-classicist 
milieu of Winckelmann, this was considered an admonition; yet it did not dimin
ish Fiiger in the Chancellor's eyes. A success in Naples, both socially and artis
tically, he was summoned by Kaunitz to return to Vienna to become the vice-
director of the Academy (in 1784). Considering the taste of the period, it is 
rather remarkable that this post was given to a follower of the late Baroque vir
tuosity of the 18th century, and not to an advocate of strict neo-classicism, such 
as the sculptor Franz Zauner or one of the painters Josef Hickel or Hubert 
Maurer. In Fiiger's art, however, the Chancellor may have found a combination 
of two aspects of his taste: rococo classicism as well as neo-classicism,43 the 

W. Wagner, Die Rompensionare der Wiener Akademie der bildenden Kflnste, 1772-1784. 
Rômische Historische Mitteilungen XIV, 1972. See also FOger's letter to the Chancellor in 
MZA Brno, G 436, Karton 440. 
J. Kroupa (as in n. 2). It is the text of the lecture presented by the author in Slavkov in the 

42 

43 
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link being the contents, with its sentimentalism and depiction of moral integrity 
in the late Enlightenment in the Hapsburg Empire. 

III. 3. 

Today, with the Kaunitz archives gradually opening to the scholarly public, 
the personality of the Chancellor emerges in a rather different light than in the 
earlier studies. While those stressed Kaunitz's neo-classicist taste and his pa
tronage of Winckelmann-oriented fine arts, both his patronage and his aesthetic 
thinking can now finally be assessed in a much more differentiated manner. His 
personal taste leaned more towards the stylistic pluralism of his period, similar 
in this respect to other important patrons of the arts in the Hapsburg Empire at 
the end of the 18th century. A uniting element of the Chancellor's patronage 
was his emphasis on particular ethical values and their expression in the fine 
arts: virtuosity, tradition, Roman magnificence. Let us remember that in the 
1760s, as he was finishing the construction of his family seat in Slavkov, he used 
certain details from much earlier projects by Martinelli. This same attitude can be 
observed in his ideas for the completion of Hofburg in Vienna, and for his resi
dence in Mariahilf. With a slight degree of exaggeration, we might call this his
torical moment the traditionalist modernism of the Chancellor, i.e. the actualiza
tion of certain earlier stylistic tendencies, introduced into a new artistic context. 

Perhaps the most consequential result of the Chancellor's patronage in this 
sphere was his support of art-historical research in northern Italy, and in particu
lar the 1776 Viennese edition of Winckelmann's History of Art of the Ancient 
Ages. It was presumably the Chancellor who secured Winckelmann's unfinished 
manuscript intended for its second printing, and, together with Count Johann 
Fries, he initiated the publication of this fine edition in two volumes. It remains 
unclear to what extent Kaunitz also participated in the editing process, which 
changed Winckelmann's original order of chapters. He may have been involved, 
since we know that the Chancellor was interested in archaeology: the family 
archives include a receipt for payment to Marco Carloni for disegni coloritti 
delle pitturae antiche di Bagni di Costantino, di Cailestio e mosaici antichi, 
which were eventually published in a book dedicated to the Chancellor. 

As the epoch of Baroque was drawing to a close in the second half of the 18th 
century, the period gave birth to a number of differentiated stylistic currents. 
There were two essential responses to the unity of the grand style of Baroque, 
reflected too in the Chancellor's taste: a) the intellectual response, developing 
primarily among the amateurs, connoisseurs and archaeologists in Italy, that 
eventually led to Winckelmann's theory and thus to the new classicism; b) the 

summer of 1987, comparing the collections of the Chancellor with those of Athanasius 
Gottfried, the Prior of the Carthusian monastery in Kralovo Pole. 
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moral response, drawing instead from the sentimentalism of French and Euro
pean origins, that was close to the salon discussions of Enlightenment intellec
tuals belonging to the aristocracy of robes and that evolved stylistically into 
Hollandism, proto-romanticism and rococo classicism. Yet the late Baroque can 
also be found along with these tendencies. The end of the Baroque epoch does 
not necessarily mean the end of (late) Baroque art. The second tendency men
tioned is became quite apparent in the graphic prints that emerged in Central 
Europe due to the French new wave and whose propagation was encouraged by 
the Chancellor. This tendency emphasized the picturesque and the bizarre. The 
emphasis on emotional, dream-like values was counterbalanced to some degree 
by the new classicism. In Central Europe, both these stylistic modes can be re
garded as parallel manifestations in art of two different aspects of the same phe
nomenon. In the Viennese circles of the Chancellor, the two modes would even 
appear simultaneously, as in the work of the Moravian graphic artist Quirin 
Mark, a renown master of reproduction graphics. His work reproduced the ro
coco-classicist and Hollandism themes as well as those of the neo-classicist style. 

The aesthetic world of the Chancellor, reconstructed from the fragments of 
art correspondence, bears a striking resemblance to this phenomenon. On the 
one hand, he was familiar with the famous French sentimental work Voyage 
pittoresque ou description des royaumes de Naples et de Sicile by Abbé Saint 
Non with illustrations by Fragonard, Robert, Chatelet and Cassas and he would 
commission Cassas' drawings from Rome. On the other hand, he supported the 
publication of first art-historical and archaeological books of engravings. The 
support for drawing an old graphic techniques in the whole spectrum of styles 
was for him a patriotic act, worthy of public interest. 

We can draw the conclusion that Kaunitz's admiration of works of art was 
not based on his fondness of a particular style, but rather on their contents and 
ethical message. The fundamental notion for him was magnificenza. The mythi
cal hero Hercules can be considered the Chancellor's self-personification. In 
1772, the medal-maker Christian Wurth (1755-1782) received the second prize 
in a contest held by the academy, for his medal praising the Chancellor as a pa
tron of the arts. One side of the medal acclaimed him as Artium Maecenas, the 
other depicted Hercules animating the arts, with an inscription Herculeius opus 
est animus et numine divum. The Chancellor, however, perceived his personal 
emblem (Hercules and his relation to the arts) as an Enlightenment concept. In 
the 2nd half of the 18th century was Hercules and his deeds not only the em
bodiment of power and the art of warfare (as was the case with Charles VI in the 
beginning of the century), but of a whole ensemble of noble qualities, wisdom, 
and the will towards Enlightenment. In an earlier epoch of humanism, this 
complex was referred to as virtu (cf. Rottmayr's frescoes with similarly oriented 
contents in the Lichtenstein garden palace in Rossau dating from the beginning 
of the century). The deeds of Hercules are the theme of the trompe l'oeil on the 
walls of the main hall in Slavkov, executed by Josef Pichler after Mattielli's 
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sculptures in Hofburg in Vienna. The Hercules theme also iconographically 
completed the sculptural decoration of Kaunitz's residence in Mariahilf.44 

There are other works whose contents can obviously be interconnected 
through the notion of magnificenza, die Magnifizenz. Fuger's painting from 
1789 The Death of Germanicus is a painting of similar standing in Central 
Europe as the first paintings of David. And the Chancellor learned from his 
friend from Lombardy, Count Karl Firmian of a series of paintings that elabo
rated upon this Roman magnificence. They were the works of Martin Knoller 
(1725-1804), whose large canvasses are still kept at the Slavkov château as an 
example of the Chancellor's taste.45 Since Kaunitz had the best works and his 
most favorite paintings moved to Mariahilf, this interpretation is somewhat 
doubtful. Yet this series does represent a facet of Kaunitz the patron and collec
tor. Tyrol ian painter Martin Knoller was a late Baroque artist, whose style bore 
a degree of classicist calmness and stiffness of form. His Antique scenes, how
ever, had a characteristic iconography. Let us consider for instance his painting 
Cicero Discovering the Grave of Archimedes in Syracuse. The painter found the 
theme in Cicero's Tuscullum Dialogues, where the Roman politician compares 
the glory of a ruler with the fame of a scholar or a philosopher. Cicero asks a 
suggestive question: "is there a man that has something in common with the 
Muses, with knowledge and learning, who would not prefer being this mathe
matician (like Archimedes: a scientist, thinker and writer) but rather be a tyrant 
or a servant of injustice?" Thus there was a typical Enlightenment topos exhib
ited at the Slavkov château — a sign of the enlightened thinking of the Chancel
lor. After a fashion, Kaunitz actually identified himself with the personage of 
Cicero. Not only did he perform, in his youth in Rome, Ciceronades for his 
aristocratic contemporaries, but he also used Cicero's modal definition of style 
in his arrangement of the Imperial pinacothèque in Belvedere. According to the 
introduction to the catalogue of the new gallery in Vienna, the new arrangement 
was intended to promote the education of the viewer primarily, allowing him to 
contrast and compare his observations of the schools and paintings displayed 
alongside each other. Thus, the Chancellor appears before our eyes now as a 
man of the Enlightenment, in whom the epoch of de la curiosité has come to an 
end, replaced by the history of art. 

4 4 Cat Georg Raphael Dormer 1693-1741. Wien 1993, pp. 662-663. 
4 5 Paintings of M. Knoller in Slavkov: Cicero Discovering the Grave of Archimedes, 1765, 

canvas 274 x 204 cm, Inv. No. Slavkov 61; Attilus Regulus Bids Farewell to Rome, 1765, 
canvas 274 x 204 cm, Inv. No. Slavkov 63; Camillus on the Ruins of Veae, 1776, canvas 
287 x 210 cm, Inv. No. Slavkov 29; Gaius Marins on the Ruins of Carthage, 1781, canvas 
276 x 208 cm, Inv. No. Slavkov 28. Cf. L. Slavicek, Martin Knoller a jeho obrazy v Ceskych 
sbirkach: Glosy a addenda [Martin Knoller and his Paintings in Czech Collections: Notes 
and Addenda]. SPFFBUF 37-39,1993-1995, pp. 149-164. 
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Appendix: 

Kaunitz's Project of the Urban Structure of Vienna. MZA Bmo, G 436, Box 
437, Inv. No. 10. 

Sur L'aggrandissement et l'embelissement de la Ville de Vienne, et la cons
truction de la façade du Bourg vis à vis de la rue du Kohlmarkt, et entre autres 
d'une Salle de Spectacles qui seroit la première de ce genre, qui ait jamais'été 
imaginée et exécutée. 

Sir! 
Je vous suis personnellement fort attaché, so wie alte Dienner ihrem jungen 

Herrn zàrtlich zugethan zu seyn pflegen, et moyennant cela, je voudrois que 
Vous puissiez illustrer votre règne de toutes les façons imaginables, et entre 
autres, par un moyen soignensement employé par les grands hommes de la 
Grèce et de Rome, lesquels se sont constamment occupés du soin d'aggrandir et 
d'embellir Athene et Rome, par des précieux monuments d'architecture, et qui 
par-là sont parvenus à faire passer, jusqu'à nous, leurs Noms et leur Mémoire. 

Il y a bien des années, que j'ai à cet égard, de grandes idées, comme par 
example entre autre 

1"°. D'aggrandir la ville de Vienne en y faisant entrer le fauxbourg du Le-
polstadt quant à présent seulement par une enceinte pareille à celle qu 'on ap
pelle communément les Lignes die Linien, et par la suite des tems, par une for
tification régulière et bien entendue, supposé que l'on veuille que Vienne, aussi 
bien mal fortifiée de ce côté-là, reste une place de guerre; que l'on rase la for
tification actuellement existante entre la ville et le Leopolstadt; que l'on réduise 
le bras du Danube, qui sépare actuellement les deux villes, en Canal à angle 
droite entre l'une et l'autre, révétu de maçonnerie, que l'on fasse des deux côtés 
de quais magnifiques par leur largeur, garnis de maisons et de palais allignés 
avec ce Canal, et d'une architecture bien entendue, des façades d'église ou 
d'autres édificies publiques comme p.e. des Théâtres, des Academies ou autres 
dignes d'une grande Capitale. 

2*°. D'embellir l'intérieur de la ville de Vienne, autant, qui'il est possible 
qu'elle le soit, entre autres en ouvrant de belles et larges communications, des 
rues aux places publiques, dans tous les lieux ou elles sont étranglées et mas
quées, et sur tout en prêchant d'exemple par quelques monuments considéra
bles; queferoit élever le Souverain lui-même, et a cette fin. 

3ti0. Je desirerois, que Votre Mayesté exécutât des plans et projets, que j'ai 
faits sous le règne de l'Auguste Marie Thérèse, que l'Empereur Joseph a fort 
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goûtés, mais que les circonstances de temps ne leur ont pas permis, ni à l'un ni 
à l'autre, de mettre en exécution. Votre May esté les verra dans les plans, profils 
et façades que j'ai l'honneur de Lui envoyer, et entre autres le projet et les 
profils d'une Salle de Spectacles, et d'un Théâtre de mon invention, qui n'existe 
point encore dans toute l'Europe, et que je n'ai jamais voulu communiquer a 
personne, parceque j'ai désire que mon Souverain fut le premier, qui en entun 
de ce genre, inconcevable d'après le Problème également ci-joint, et cependant 
le plus strictement vrai d'après son exposé; 

et enfin 
4°. Au sujet de la petite rivière de la Vienne l'exémtion de la même idée, que 

je propose No Imo a l'égard du bras du Danube, en y-faisant entrer, s'il se peut 
comme je le crois, par un Canal, les eaux du Danube au dessus ou au dessous 
de Kloster-Neuburg, et en la faissant dégorger dans le bras du Danube aux en
virons des Weisgerber. 

Tous ces projets peuvent s'exécuter à volonté successivement, mais le 1er dé-
vroit être, ce me semble, celui qui peut l'être le plus promptement et le plus faci
lement, c'est à dire, celui qui régarde le Bourg, et j'avoue à Votre May esté que 
je désirerois infiniment, qu 'Elle s'y déterminât, parceque certainement cela fe-
roit l'effet si désirable défaire passer Son Nom et Sa Mémoire a la postérité la 
plus réculée. 

Si Votre Mayesté vent prendre la peine de venir chez moi, et de m'avertir du 
jour et de l'heure, Elle y verra un Model du Théâtre en question, très-bienfait 
sous mes yeux, et qui pourra, je pense, Lui faire plaisir. 

Je Lui baise les mains avec le plus profond respect. 

Vienne, le 28. 7bre 1792 

VACLAV ANTONiN KNIÉE KOUNIC-RIETBERG : 
OD ZNALECTVi KE KRITICE UMÉNÎ. 

Knfze Vâclav Antonln Kaunitz-Rietberg je znam pfedevSlm jako politik, stàtni kancléf Marie 
Terezie, Josefa H. a Leopolda II. Jeho mecenéSské Cinnosti byla dosud vênovâna spfSe jen malà 
pozornost Prvnl vëtSi zdùraznenf jeho role v této oblasti znâme ze studil Alexandra Novotného 
oKaunitzovi jako duchovni osobnosti, dale diky bménské historicce umëni Cecilii Halové-
Jahodové, kterà upozomila na rozkvêt slavkovské galerie za jeho pûsobenl a Grety Klingensteino-
vé, ktera popsala jeho pûvod a vzdélânf. V soucasnosti se zaCfnâ objevovat knize Kaunitz jako 
vyraznâ osoba mecenise a znalce vytvamého uménf. Autor se soustfecfuje pfedevSlm na nésledu-
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jfcf okruhy problémû spojenych s jeho mccenaSskou cinnostl: a) na kancléfùv vztah k architektufe; 
b) na motivaci jeho mecenaSstvi a na kofeny jeho osobnlho vkusu; c) na jeho spolupracovnlky 
a nakupcf; a koneCnë d) na jeho vztah k tehdy se rodlcf nové discipline, k dèjinâm umënf. Pouka-
zuje pfitom na kancléfovu aktivnf roll pfi realizaci architektonickych projektû nejen na svém pan-
stvi (palàc v Mariahilfu, dostavba zamku ve Slavkovë), ale pfedevSim pfi ûvahach nad cfsarskymi 
projekty, které mêly vyjadfovat ideu magniflcenzy (Schonbrunn, Hofburg). Dosud zcela neznamy 
byl Kaunitzûv urbanisticky projekt Vidnë. Jeho osobnf vkus se orientoval na vyzvedâvànf spfSe 
senzualnlch slozek ve vytvamém umënf. Kaunitzovo mecenaSstvi se pozvolna vyvfjelo od podpory 
zajfmavého, senzuàlnfho, mallfsky virtuozniho (architektonické a zahradnl fantazie; dilo Johanna 
Ferdinanda Hetzendorfa z Hohenbergu; mallrské portréty Franze Antona Palka, neo-manyristické 
prace sochafe Jacoba Gabriela Mollinarola, tvorba Jacobs Matthiase Schmuzera, Francesca Casa-
novy aj.) pozvolnym smërem k neoklasicismu na zakladë boloftské malffské Skoly, pficemz zjevnê 
oba styly chapal jako doplAujicl se stylové mody dobového pluralismu. KoneCnë na podkladè 
Ciceronovské rétoriky mySlenkovë pfechazf Kaunitz od kultury de la curiosité (termin pouzil fran-
couzsky historik kultury Krzysztof Pomian) près ocenênf nového vkladu Johanna Joachima Winc-
kelmanna pro znalectvi starovëkého umëni az k novému pojeti déjin umënf jako historické disci-
pliny sledujlcf rozvoj a vzajemné odliSnosti jednotlivych mallfskych Skol. V tomto smyslu spolu-
pùsobil kancléf na projektû nové instalace dvorskych cfsafskych sblrek a navrhoval zfizenf vyuky 
dëjin umënf na vfdeftské Akademii. V jeho pozûstalosti jsou mimo jiné zachovàny rûzné umëlec-
kohistorické zlomky a neni divu, ze v galerijnfm katalogu cfsafskych sblrek pro Belvedere nalez-
neme na rùznych mlstech zajlmavâ ikonografickâ urëeni. 

Prvnl, zarodeCnà verze tohoto pfispëvku byla poprvé proslovena Cesky na konferenci v prazské 
Nârodnl galerii (1995) k uctënl pamatky Oldficha J. BlaÉfCka; varianta tohoto pffspëvku je v në-
meckém jazyku publikovâna ve sbomfku: G. Klingenstein — F. A. J. Szabo (edd.), Wenzel Anton 
Fûrst Kaunitz-Rietberg (1711-1794). Neue Perspektiven zu Politik und Kultur der europàischen 
Aufklàrung. Graz 1996. Definitivnf text vznikl novym pfepracovânfm obou pfedchozfch verzi jako 
v jistém slova smyslu prolegomena k vëtSf praci o stétnlm kancléfi jako mecenaSi umënl. 

Pûvod snimkû — Photographie acknowledgements 
Brno, Archive of the Department of History of Arts: 1,2, 5, 6, 11-13, 19; Brno, 
Moravian Gallery (Irena Armutidisovâ): 7-10, 17, 18; Vienna, Graphische 
Sammlung Albertina: 3, 4; Repro-photo (Kat.: G. R. Dormer, Wien 1993) 14, 
IS; (Ôsterreichische Kunsttopographie, Bd. 14) 16. 



1. Collector's mark of Prince W. A . Kaunitz-Rietberg (drawing and reality). Brno, Moravian 
Land Archive. 
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de dcocc uiwriài Ûabltaïur capitaine 
(juijorit^tridantf ùiutmMc 
Cuit du Jarneaœ nJotùruiit 

L'autre iu (Savalier tâambinj. 

Uprvmwr rcprcjvrdi, 

la mort de ffleûaline 
par <ïTrancMCO *Jaumenct. 

Ci Ç7aèUau offre taJcene toucha n7of prectèa-ta tttetrt 

de flbjt/atimr. jfâur éim nitenère ce Sujet iljaut de 

rajocuev à ffafiatfe des (Ui<naû<f ?e ÇfariU, -fi?XL Ofiap $7-

ou ifejf dit: put, -£ &njoemtr fiUntàiuj étanttas2&/ désor

dres desa-^emme, ordonna, a '7ùi'rcijîrc d a/ter ta-~Ùter dans 

tes J^ardifu de Juculhu, ou elle etoit avec *fa m ère. . 

tci confia cette cvmmijjiotl a un a^tntictu uotn/nc tri)-

,9its put', y/amtiçawi vêtu effe^arme àuti> jjoitjuard, fui 

a nuance ta mort en fui d Liant des mjiwc./. « / / mere fui 

conseitte. de preven/r une mort âotvteuse de ht, main d\t.ti> 

rifejc/atr- m se talonnant elle mente , f?7cjt/afine tire .//m* 

f.HTitjnarù, erratic ?tsc-^verw,tnaù fe courage f'atuindontie , 

ri f'tvspu. fi'ddus e^tprêt a ttvsaùfir, r//t faijf/e'font ter te 

fOflt.jititri ttn'a /reoutii gu'aihrfjrtrrrs etan.e far/nes 
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imii moment dit ffaèteau Je . Cintre a Juitù 

eiractttuent tà narmtùti Je tti/stirt/r. fîvïits saisit )rja 

//Fej^fatàit parie énut, mais riant*prêt a taJtappcr, ttc/t 

ttfiictic %s ./es vr teres et iiisite % ptarler trcoup y tu eti 

îhja taster, narcipe !)a*ij l! t/ritj rit. went attene\ icscècuttort 

or ses ordres tt'bU supjjieer a ta'JaiirCefie ?e oen a^ranr/u 

cev terminant âa même /esjettrv )e rette frrinceLc. . 

Ce Ç/aèCuui, pajse a- juste, titre pour wtveci rdrfJofttrrrs 

rV Jtrà+nerie; et cept ainst t^u'Uen ̂  paru' }ans san'te écrite 

par Jjcrnarùo ?e 2)orneritci . fne/etcïçf£u*t£ co-/np>ositiûn 

^'rapuante, ^e^/cnée correctement dtkta touche iapft/s rfarùte. 

J^efrthta soiree .ren)/es tu inures tris m-pes t /es p'ayejttv 

y ut cause ta presence aeta, inert a/ ime âtne ̂ otite et cri/ni — 

lnttUi sontessepritnies datisâa^i'^un le fjtejsati'tu, &j/tireurs 

}u o'cptspoir coasts ce//e 7esa fflere , et {'attitude }e t'ajf/a/fc/ù 

annonce tende i'tnccrtitttèe et t'irresofuticnlc sort/ âme. 

2. Description of two paintings from the offer to W. A. Kaunitz-Rietberg. Bmo, Moravian Land 
Archive. 



3. J. M . Schmuzer (after L. Tocqué), Portrait of Prince Kaunitz as Ambassador in Paris 1764. 
Vienna, Graphische Sammlung Albertina. 



4. J. M . Schmuzer (after J. N . Steiner), Prince Kaunitz with Montesquieu's L'esprit des loix, 
1767. Vienna, Graphische Sammlung Albertina. 



5. J. M . Schmuzer (after J. Hagenauer), Portrait of Prince W. A. Kaunitz with dedicetion to mar
shal G . Loudon, 1786. Slavkov-castle 
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A N T I C H E P I T T U R E 
D E I B A G N I 

DI COSTANTINO 
D E D 1 C A T E 

A SUA ALTEZZA 1L PRINCIPE 

V I N C I S L A O A N T O N I O 

DI KAUN1TZ, CONTE DI R1TTBERG 
Configliere intimo attuale di Stato, eMi-
nijiro di Conference, Cavalière del To-

fon d'Oro, e Cancelliere di Cone 
e Stato ddle LL. MM. II. RR. 

Apoftoliche ire- ire. 

DISEGNATE, E DIPINTE 

DA MARCO CARLONI ROMANO 

ROMA MDCCLXXX. 

Presto f Autore in strada Frattina 
a Ztcchini 30. 

A C L I A M A T O R I 
DelU Belle Arti, e dette Antkhità. 

N IL qétak, mm «ara taa I laa] * * ' laamaa Co. 
l a » , fn III I I trill, ml id ••ta1a Nun tuttl. 

« H , uillinl afeMfJoaa, ate nafpmui art ada ana T* 
lua, I (a* tara) a> a m u à I «Mai Pariai ldWHWI « 
M à M . U a * aatl U I U I M I ea aaHa pah, Mm* I ill I paT-
ta> rani a* jarl * do, rakk. film, an rat» ( w a-
ta latta , ariaa W 1 B al tel aal, a a n araai an*, 
•t. » <*• Mas Cura»] b a d ^ l a i p i nHa 
Mai 4 rat rajtM I , a Urania aa pu il fa. 
ta», filïaailili ifniaaiai , « rnlnralnW al la» fi m a , ta 
» H I , < l | a » W i « I M a » « |aln|ii aa» pli il 
a; t » a a . l n » M » a i ' l ira» a», a » , » al court-
fc, ai «(tan B i l l fa*» aaBd a n l , iaM ararfra» 
«Ml or i f raB «fiai • oa , a i aMg « Ufa M b aa* 
rara. (Ma an • i»4|i»f IIIIII < M | ajori ni.lliiaW anaol-
ka , • al M > I baal riaal, aal* i w l « i bna> p a n-

L i ppa* « I n ara» Man ai nanfjMl Bano rirortttovk-
Briafe AUU am rtaaat f n i l uniniii al dim, nUnk 
m ia ara) , t a A «Mon a a»•rai la Calai a al n u l l 
M a i , na a licks al aa», aanu a ana. la «Hpnt-
pot • rat m n r a i w - <*» batlafa Aibaa, a u pria» n-feta. 
n.oa ma la tmda Pma antia, fit I «U laaabaai, fttd 
an «aima » Vnm lariati, atb a i âfaa* ,oi|a imai il 
J - i I*I iHi li »ii la tinifin. 

Mata amalt oftrral I I On Praia ni oaatio la afli dl ftat-
ri la Ml» 41 <•> tara* it ri», A»Ua «Sanra K i aVfJI Abar inal , 
• ft M U U I B im aa an» i r a atoa», • h igarn il an tant, chc, 
r-rifti-l«aiàaal»«la l a a i a j a l a a «araDa db. 
Bas 41 tOÊkùm, pab crafat • tau Trail. 

Nrtf Mut tirai I iiantima Ofaa, ApoKi, lom, cd ttca-
m Baxurf, I w a n è I faa aaaall; M anil md i pan 
«ta aa> a» InaVd rfM|,„ a a » , a U |aaau. 
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W E N Z E L A N T O N , PRINCE KAUNITZ-RIETBERG: 
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